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ABSTRACT
The design of timing belt drive systems involves determining
the belt width and belt length. The length of the belt is a geometry
problem which requires summing the tangent lines and the arcs
comprising the pitch line. The width of the belt is determined by the
required loads.
A computer program is developed in this project to automate
the timing belt design process. The program comes in three versions.
Each version chooses a target belt length, moves a specified pulley to
achieve that length, then calculates the minimum belt width.
The three versions of the program are the batch version, the
interactive version, and the McAuto version. The batch and the
interactive version are accessed from a standard computer terminal.
The McAuto version is linked to the McAuto CAD system at Eastman
Kodak Company. The McAuto version creates McAuto menus, selects
information from the graphics screen, then draws results on the
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Timing belts, or Synchronous belts, are members of a family of
components known as flexible mechanical elements. Also in the
family are chains, v-belts, flat belts, etcetra. Timing belts are made
by molding rubber around a tight winding of cords. The cords carry the
load transferred by the rubber teeth.
Timing belts come in various lengths, widths, materials, and
tooth profiles. The length and tooth profile are determined by the
mold. The width is determined by the slitting operation after molding.
Molds are six or twelve inches wide.
The teeth are molded on the inside of the cords for a single
sided belt, and on both sides of the cords for a double sided belt. The
teeth come in two shapes and with various spacings. The shapes are
trapazoidal (Standard) or rounded (High Torque Drive). The spacing
from tooth to tooth is known as the pitch of the belt. The pitch of
standard belts is stated in inches and of HTD (High Torque Drive) belts
in millimeters.
Timing belts are used with timing belt pulleys. Pulleys are
either grooved or smooth on the outside. Grooved pulleys mate with
the toothed side of the belt. Smooth pulleys are used on the back side
of single sided belts.
All the pulleys touching a particular belt are attached to
parallel shafts with their axes normal to a plane. The pulleys are
either fixed to the shaft or rotate freely on the shaft. Pulleys that
rotate freely are referred to as idler pulleys.
Timing belts are used to connect rotating shafts. One pulley
supplies the power needed to rotate the other pulleys. The pulley
supplying power is the driver, the other pulleys are driven. The
collection of all the pulleys and the belt is referred to as a drive
system or drive.
The pitch of the belt is measured at the center of the cords. The
pitch length of the belt is the total length of the cord, measured at
the cord center. The pitch length is a multiple of the pitch. The curve
that the cord traces around all the pulleys is the pitch line.
The pitch parameters of the grooved pulleys are defined using
an imaginary belt completely wrapped around the pulley. The pitch is
the tooth-to-tooth distance measured along the cord center. The
diameter of the circle made by the cord center is the pitch diameter
of the pulley.
The pitch parameters of the smooth pulleys are similarly
defined. The belt is wrapped around the pulley with the smooth side of
the belt contacting the pulley. The center of the belt cords define the
pitch diameter. The outside diameter of the pulley is the pitch
diameter minus twice the effective thickness. The effective
thickness is the distance from the back surface of the belt to the
center of the cords. The effective thickness of a double sided belt is
defined to be zero.
Because of manufacturing tolerances, timing belts vary in
length. To accommodate this variation, typically one of the pulleys is
movable. Because timing belts are pre-tensioned (or preloaded) the
movable pulley is forced against the belt. The recommended technique
is to spring load the pulley against the belt, then fix the pulley. This
procedure generates the correct preload and allows removal of the
relatively soft spring from the drive system.
A typical timing belt design task starts with several known
parameters. The diameter, torque, and location of all driven pulleys
are known. The diameter, location, and rpm of the driver is known. If
any driven shaft rotates in the opposite direction to the driver, a
double sided belt is needed. Otherwise single sided belts are used to
minimize cost. The pitch is chosen before-hand. If the belt ends up
being very wide or very narrow, a different pitch needs to be selected.
The unknown variables are the belt length, belt width, and the
movable pulley position. The movable pulley position and the belt
length are related. Repositioning the movable pulley results in a
different pitch length (belt length).
Frequently, the design task includes adding idler pulleys. Idler
pulleys are added to provide clearance for the belt and to increase the
beltwrap on loaded pulleys. The importance of belt wrap will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
The goal of this project is to develop a software package that
calculates the belt length, the associated movable pulley position, and
the belt width. The software package is referred to as TIMBELT. Three
versions of TIMBELT are developed. TBELTI is an interactive version
run on a standard terminal. TBELTB is a batch version run on a
standard terminal. TBELT is another interactive version that
interfaces with a CAD design file, and is executed on a McAuto
workstation.
Chapter 2 includes a literature search of available software
and timing belt information. Chapters 3 and 4 describe how the belt
length and belt width are determined. Chapter 5 describes each of the
three software versions. The last chapter, Chapter 6, summarizes the
project.
CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE SEARCH
A software search was performed to identify computer
programs that design timing belt drives. The latest issue of a
software catalog1 was used.
There are no commercially available computer programs for
designing timing belt drives. There are, however, two programs for
designing other flexible drives, namely v-belts and chains.
Engineering Software Company2 has an IBM program called
VBELT for $295. Inputs to VBELT are horsepower, safety factor, rpms,
and desired center distance. The program outputs belt type, number of
belts, and belt length. VBELT handles two pulley systems only, no
idlers.
National Planning and Consulting Corporation3 has an IBM
PC/HP program called SELECTRA for $295. SELECTRA designs chain
drives and v-belt drives. The inputs and outputs are the same as
VBELT. SELECTRA will accept one idler, either inside or outside the
pitch line, and calculate its final position.
A literature search was conducted at the Kodak and RIT
libraries for books and journal articles about timing belt drive design.
The card catalog was used to find books. Journal articles were found
using the Applied Science & Technology Index (1979-88).
The search for books on timing belt design yielded only two
books. The book by Case4 discusses the original development of timing
belts. In the book, heavy 3/8" and 1/2" pitch belts and pulleys are
described. The book is aimed more for manufacturing timing belt
drives than for design.
The book by Dayco Corporation^ covers the design of belt drives
for automotive applications. The emphasis is on v-belt drives,
however, 3/8" pitch timing belts are included. The book describes a
series of Fortran programs for designing belt drives, including timing
belts. The programs will be discussed here instead of the software
section because they are not available to the public. The software
described in the book is for internal use only at Dayco.
Timing belt design at Dayco is accomplished by four Fortran
programs. The first is called LENGTH. LENGTH calculates the belt
length for multiple pulley systems. LENGTH will position a sliding or
rotating movable pulley to achieve a desired belt length. LENGTH
accepts one target belt length only. The movable pulley position is
found by stepping from the start position toward the end position in
small increments. The belt length is recalculated at each step. The
process continues until the target belt length is obtained or the end
position is reached.
TIMBELT is similar to LENGTH but has several enhancements.
TIMBELT accepts up to ten belt lengths as possible target lengths.
TIMBELT accepts outside diameters of smooth pulleys, then converts
them to pitch diameters. LENGTH accepts pitch diameters only.
Finally, TIMBELT positions the movable pulley using a more efficient
root-solving technique than the incremental search technique used by
LENGTH.
The second Dayco Fortran program is called SLIP. SLIP is named
for its role in v-belt design. In timing belt design, SLIP identifies the
critical pulley. The critical pulley is the pulley operating closest to
its tooth jumping condition. The condition for tooth jumping is a
function of contact angle, diameter, and torque. The critical pulley is
8




The third Dayco Fortran program is called TENSION. TENSION
accepts the results from SLIP and calculates the recommended
preload for the drive.
The last Dayco Fortran program is called SYNCLIF. SYNCLIF
calculates the life of the drive, in hours. SYNCLIF calculates the
maximum tooth load for each pulley which is a function of pulley
diameter, contact angle and tension. The maximum tooth load
corresponds to a specific life through empirical data generated at
Dayco for 3/8" pitch belts only. Finally, the life data for each pulley
are combined to determine the life of the overall drive.
In summary, the Dayco method of timing belt design is thorough
and attractive, especially the handling of multiple pulley systems
using the critical pulley concept. Unfortunately, test data has not
been expanded beyond the wide
3/8"
pitch belts.
Even though the Dayco programs are not available outside of
Dayco, there are examples in the book for comparison. TIMBELT was
checked with the Dayco example problems. The belt lengths and
movable pulley position matched exactly. The belt width could not be
compared because different techniques are used and TIMBELT only
handles the small pitch belts used in office equipment.
The search for journal articles about timing belt design was
very successful. A number of excellent articles on several aspects of
timing belt design were found.
The history of all types of belt drives is reviewed in a two part
article in Machine Design by Seinin^.?. Details of the development,
applications, and advantages for all belts are given. The belts included
are flat belts, various v-belts, variable speed belts, timing belts, and
dual drive belts.
Proposed international standards for component
interchangeability are discussed by Erickson^. Also proposed is a belt
length measurement system based on the effective length, which is
the outside length, instead of the pitch length. The outside length is
easier to measure.
The design of timing belt drives is discussed in three articles.
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All three articles, including Synchronous Belts9, explain timing belt
advantages and the various tooth profiles and pitches available. In
addition, Bernard and Pyle10 discuss the side loads caused by the
tensile cord winding process and give a timing belt drive
troubleshooting chart. Shepard and Schwartz1 1 discuss the tooth
jumping phenomenon, idler design, flanging requirements, and the
minimum contact angle.
Two articles cover estimating and calculating the required belt
length. Jayaraman12 shows a graph for estimating the required belt
length for two pulley systems given the diameters and center
distance. Vodyanitsky13 offers a Basic computer program for
calculating the belt length for five different geometries. The five
cases are two pulley systems, two pulleys with a crossed belt, two
pulleys at right angles to each other, two pulleys with an inside idler,
and two pulleys with an outside idler. The Vodyanitsky program does
not position the idlers for a given belt length, TIMBELT does.
The efficiency of v-belt, flat belt, and timing belt drives is
discussed by Semin14. Synchronous versus V-Belt Drives1 5 js a case
study involving the replacement of multiple v-belts with timing belts.
The more efficient timing belts lower the maintenance and operating
costs resulting in a one year payback of the changeover costs.
Another series of articles was supplied by Dayco. Most of these
were translated journal articles from Japan. The information -
contained in these articles does increase understanding of timing belt
drives, but the information is of more use to manufacturers than
designers. Changing tooth profiles and making subtle pitch changes in
the belt or pulley are usually out of the designers control because
these are off-the-shelf items.
The articles by Gerbert, et. al.1^ and Koyama, et. al.17 examine
the load distribution among the teeth in contact. The load distribution
is found to be a function of the belt elastic modulus, tooth
compliance, and friction. Expanding the analysis to include cases
where the belt pitch does not quite equal the pulley pitch is the
subject of the article by Koyama, et. al.1** The pitch difference
drastically effects the load distribution. The effect of the pitch
difference on belt life is examined in the article by Koyama, et. al.19
\Z
It was found that the pitch difference that gave the most uniform load
distribution had the longest life.
The article by Koyama, et. al.20 examines the effect of
incomplete meshing on the load distribution. Incomplete meshing
includes the teeth coming into and going out of contact. Incomplete
meshing is also examined in the two following articles.
The paper by Koyama, et. al.21 states that belt wear is caused
by interference between pulley teeth and belt teeth during incomplete
meshing. Suggestions for changing tooth profile to minimize wear are
given. The article by Koyama, et. al.22 states that noise is controlled
by the interference during incomplete meshing. Unfortunately, more
interference reduces noise, but it also reduces life.
The article by Kagotani, et. al.23 examines how the load
distribution is effected by the preload. Finally, the paper by Kagotani,
et. al.24 discusses the small transmission error as the drive changes
direction, and how it can be minimized.
In summary, TIMBELT has many unique features compared to the
commercially available software found. TIMBELT designs small pitch
timing belt drives. No other software designs timing belts. TIMBELT is
CAD compatible. No other software will design a flexible drive
through a CAD system. TIMBELT designs single and double sided
multiple pulley belt systems. No other software can handle more than
three pulleys. Finally, TIMBELT follows the accepted design standards
for small pitch belts.
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CHAPTER 3 - PITCH LENGTH CALCULATION
3.1 Introduction and Coordinate Systems
A typical timing belt drive system is shown in Figure 1 . Circles
are drawn in the x-y plane representing all pulleys. The circles are
sized to represent the pitch diameter for grooved pulleys, or the
outside diameter for smooth pulleys. Between circles, tangent lines
are drawn to represent the belt.
Calculating the belt length requires determining the length of
the pitch line. The pitch line is defined using only the pitch diameter
for each pulley. The smooth pulleys represented by the outside
diameter must be converted to pitch diameter using the effective
thickness. The effective thickness is pitch dependant and is an input
to TIMBELT.
The pitch line is comprised of tangent lines and circular arcs.
For a N pulley system, the summation of the lengths of the N tangent
lines and the N arcs determine the belt length.
The coordinates of the pulley center positions are measured
with respect to a global coordinate system, which can be drawn
15
FIGURE 1: Typical Timing Belt Drive Syster
FIGURE 2: Global and Local Coordinate Systems
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anywhere. During the solution of the pitch length, pulleys are
examined in pairs. For convenience, a local coordinate system is set
up at each pulley with the x-axis directed towards the next pulley's
center. Figure 2 shows a global coordinate system and the 5 local
systems for a 5 pulley drive. The angle between the global and each
local system is U. U is positive for counter-clockwise rotations.
3.2 Tangent Line Lengths and Intercept Angles
The solution of the pitch length is carried out one pulley pair at
a time. The length of the line tangent to the two pitch circles, and the
position on each circle where the tangent line intercepts is needed.
The length of each tangent line is a scalar and is independent of the
coordinate system. The intercept angles, however, have to be
converted to one common coordinate system. Both the tangent line
lengths and the intercept angles are first calculated in the local
coordinates, then the angles are converted to the global coordinate
system.
For each pulley pair there are two possible geometric
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conditions. The tangent line can either cross the line between pulley
centers or remain on the same side of the centerline. The formulas
used to calculate the tangent line length and intercept angle for both
cases are derived in Appendix A.
Figure 3 shows the tangent line crossing the centerline. The
tangent line length is:
L = [Cd2-(R1+R2)2]1/2 (3.1)
and the intercept angle is:
O = COS"1 [ ( R-| + R2 ) / Cd ] (3.2)
Figure 4 shows the case where the tangent line does not cross
the centerline. The equations are similar. The tangent line length is:
L = [Cd2-(R1-R2)2]1/2 (3.3)
and the intercept angle is:
e = COS"1 [(R-| -R2)/Cd] (3.4)
8
FIGURE 3 : Cases for Which the Pitch Line Crosses the Centerline
FIGURE 4 : Cases for Which the Pitch Line does not Cross the Centerline
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3.3 Pitch Length Solution
The total pitch line length computation uses three subroutines.
The first subroutine CDANGLE calculates the center distance between
each pulley pair and the angle between the local coordinate system
x-axis and the global system x-axis, U. Using the pulley center
positions in global coordinates, the center distance and the angular
orientation of the centerline is a simple trigonometric calculation.
This is explained in Appendix B.
The second subroutine BLIA calculates the tangent lengths and
intercept angles described in Section 3.2. The routine determines
whether the pitch line crosses or does not cross the centerline
between each pulley pair, then uses the appropriate formula for
tangent line length and intercept angle. The intercept angles are then
rotated by the angle between the local and global coordinate system,
l|l. When BLIA is finished, all tangent line lengths are known and two
angles, per pulley, corresponding to the tangent line intercepts from
both sides of the pulley, are also determined (see Figure 5). At this
point, summing all tangent line lengths and the arc lengths results in
20
FIGURE 5 : Belt Segment Lengths and Intercept Angioc
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the total pitch line length.
3.4 Arc Decision
The two intercept angles per pulley divide the pitch circle into
two arcs. Deciding which of the two arcs represent the pitch line is
the last step in the solution. The subroutine ARCDEC decides which
arcs to use and then sums all the arc lengths and tangent lengths to
determine the total pitch line length.
The solution proceeds in several steps. First, the coordinates of
all intercept points are determined in the global coordinate system.
Next, for each pulley in turn, the pulley and one of the tangent lines
touching that pulley are rotated about the pulley center until the two
intercepts are on the same vertical line, see Figure 6. In Figure 6, the
lower left pulley is rotated along with one of the tangent lines until
the line between the intercept points A and B is vertical.
The final step involves simple comparisons between the three
intercept points. The three points are labeled A, B and C in Figures 6
and 7. Intercept point C is the far end of the rotated tangent line.
22
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FIGURE 7: Long or Short Arc Decision
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Point C is an intercept point for the neighboring pulley.
Figure 7 demonstrates how the decision is made. The x
coordinates of points B and C are compared using the table in Figure 7.
In the example, since point B is to the left of the pulley center, Xq < 0.
Since point C is to the right of point B, ( Xq - Xg ) > 0. The Figure 7
table shows that under these conditions the shorter of the two arcs
should be chosen, which by inspection is correct.
The above procedure is repeated for each pulley. When the
lengths of the appropriate arcs are added to the lengths of all the
tangent lines between pulleys, the exact pitch line length is
determined.
3.5 Pitch Line Length Adjustment
Since the pitch length has to be a multiple of the pitch, the
length has to be adjusted. Physically this is usually accomplished
using a movable pulley, i.e. a spring loaded idler. Either a sliding
pulley that moves along a straight line or a pulley attached to a pivot
arm that rotates is commonly used.
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There is a relationship between the belt length and the movable
pulley position. The goal is to locate the movable pulley corresponding
to a target belt length. Adjusting the movable pulley is accomplished
mathematically using a root-solving technique. The Secant
root-solving technique is chosen for its rapid convergence and ease of
programming. The Secant method is similar to the Newton-Raphson
method, except a finite difference approximation is used for the
derivative.
Root-solving involves searching for a value of the independent
variable that makes a single variable mathematical relationship equal
to zero. Because the movable pulley is constrained to move in a
straight line or through an arc, the relationship between the movable
pulley position and the belt length is a single variable mathematical
function.
The Secant method starts with two guesses for the independent
variable. The two guesses are input to the mathematical function. The
results are used to generate a better guess for the independent
variable. The process is repeated until the method converges to a root
25
value.
For the belt length problem, the independent variable is the
movable pulley position. The root-solving subroutine chooses the
independent variable, which positions the movable pulley. The belt
length is then calculated as described in Sections 3.1 to 3.4. The
calculated length is subtracted from the target length and the result
is returned to the root-solving routine. In this way, the position of
the movable pulley corresponding to the target belt length is
determined.
Root-solving requires two guesses to start the process. The
initial position of the movable pulley is an input to TIMBELT and
provides one of the guesses. The second guess is one degree from the
starting position for rotating movable pulleys, and from the
start for sliding movable pulleys. One degree and are built into
TIMBELT.
Root-solving is repeated until the method converges. For the
belt length problem this means that the newest estimate of the
movable pulley position is essentially equal to the last estimate. If
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the two estimates are closer than .0001 (inches or degrees), the
absolute convergence criteria will be satisfied. If the two estimates
are within .01% of each other the relative convergence criteria will
be satisfied. Satisfying either will terminate the iterative procedure.
If the target length is unattainable regardless of movable
pulley position, an iteration limit will stop the root-solving
procedure. TIMBELT limits root-solving to one hundred iterations. If
the limit is reached a message stating that will appear in the output.
Inputting longer belts will correct the problem.
27
CHAPTER 4 - BELT WIDTH CAI CULATION
4.1 Introduction
The procedure for determining the belt width is taken from
engineering standards recommended by the Rubber Manufacturers
Association, the Rubber Association of Canada and the Mechanical
Power Transmission Association. References 25, 26 and 27 are
reprints of the standards supplied by individual timing belt
manufacturers.
Timing belts, like other flexible mechanical elements, cannot
support a compressive force. Only a tensile force, or tension, can be
transmitted through the belt. The sections of belt between pulleys,
i.e. the parts of the belt that are analogous to the tangent lines, are
referred to as belt segments. There are N belt segments for a N pulley
drive.
Preload was mentioned in Chapter 1 . Preload is the tension in
the belt under static conditions. The preload is assumed constant, i.e.
the tension in every belt segment is equal to the preload when the
belt is still.
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During dynamic conditions the belt segments all have different
tensions. The highest and the lowest tension segment are adjacent to
the driver. The tensions in all segments are scaled higher or lower
depending on changes to the preload.
A belt segment with zero tension is said to be slack. Slack is
also used in a relative sense. For each pulley, the higher tension
segment is the tension side, the lower tension segment is the slack
side.
The number of teeth in contact at each pulley is referred to as
the tooth-in-mesh. The factor of safety used for belt width
determination is called the service factor. The maximum working
tension is the parameter used to choose the belt width. The maximum
working tension is the highest segment tension after corrections for
tooth-in-mesh effects and the service factor have been made. The
maximum allowable tension is a belt parameter which is a function of
belt width. If the belt's maximum allowable tension is greater or
equal to the drive's maximum working tension, infinite belt life is
assumed.
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The known parameters for the width calculation include the
identity of the driver and the driver's rotational direction and speed.
Also known is the service factor, the tension in the minimum tension
segment and all pulley torques except for the driver.
The unknowns include the tension in the remaining segments,
the driver torque, the preload, and the belt width.
Three belt cord materials are commonly used: kevlar,
fiberglass and polyester. Kevlar and fiberglass have identical
maximum allowable tensions. The maximum allowable tension for
polyester is approximately two thirds the value for kevlar and
fiberglass. TIMBELT calculates the minimum required width for each
of the three materials.
4.2 Pullev Renumbering
The pulley numbering arrangement for the width calculation is
very specific. For convenience, inputs to TIMBELT do not have to be in
that arrangement. TIMBELT renumbers the pulleys for the width
calculation. The driver is renumbered as 1 . The remaining pulleys are
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renumbered depending on whether the driver rotates clockwise or
counterclockwise.
If the driver rotates clockwise, the clockwise belt segment is
the slack side and the counterclockwise belt segment is the tension
side. See Figure 8. If the driver rotates counterclockwise the opposite
is true.
The pulleys are renumbered starting from the tension side to
the slack side. The belt segment from pulley 1 , the driver, to pulley 2,
is the highest tension segment. The belt segment from pulley N back
to the driver is the lowest tension segment. The width equations are
developed using this renumbering system.
TENSION SLACK
SLACK TENSION
FIGURE 8: Tension Side/Slack Side
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4.3 Segment Tensions and Driving Torque
The pulley renumbering system was explained in Section 4.2
and is also shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows a N pulley system. All
pulley numbers, pitch radii and torques are labeled. In addition, the
belt segment numbering system, which is similar in principle to the
pulley numbering is also shown. The indices of F are the segment
numbers. F represents the belt segment tension.





and the unknown quantities are:
T1
Fj i=1,N-1
Looking at pulley 1 , the static equilibrium equation for the
moments about pulley 1 center yields
TVRi-Fi-FN (4.1)
Similarly for each of the other pulleys,
T2 / R2 = F-| - F2
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TN / RN = FN.-| - FN
this results in N equations relating the N unknowns.
The last expression in equation (4.2) can be solved for Fjsj_-] ,
the only unknown. The remaining unknown segment tensions can be
evaluated from equation (4.2) by back substitution. The last unknown,
T^ , can be determined from equation (4.1) after F-| is evaluated from
equation (4.2).
4.4 Preload
When the belt is still, all segment tensions equal the preload.
Under motion, the segment tensions satisfy equations (4.1) and (4.2).
The equation for the preload (P) is derived from the elongations
caused by the two levels of tension.
The preload equation is based on the assumption that the belt
length will remain constant. It is assumed that the elongation in the
segments whose driving tension is higher than the preload will match
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the relaxation in the remaining belt segments. For a first order
analysis each segment is idealized as a tensile bar shown in Figure
10. Figure 10 is a N pulley system with the pulleys and segments
labeled.
Since the sum of all elongations is zero,
N
^AFjLj/EA = 0 (4.3)
i = l
where AFj represents the driving tension minus the preload. For this
analysis the area (A) and elastic modulus (E) are assumed constant
and can be eliminated from equation (4.3). Therefore, equation (4.3)
simplifies down to
N
^ Lj ( Fj - P ) =0 (4.4)
il
Since the tangent lengths (L) and the belt segment tensions (F) are
known, equation (4.4) can be used to determine the preload (P).
Equation (4.4) can be rearranged to give the preload directly
N N











FIGURE 10 : Belt Segment Elongation
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4.5 Tooth-in-Mesh Effect and Service Factor
The infinite belt life assumption stated in Section 4.1 is based
on six or more teeth engaged at each pulley. If there are less than six
teeth engaged, there is a compensation procedure. The procedure
involves raising the segment tensions for accounting purposes only.
The result is that a wider belt is chosen to compensate for fewer
teeth engaged.
The tooth-in-mesh value is the integer number of teeth in
contact at each pulley. The tooth-in-mesh value is the length of the
arc of contact divided by the pitch, truncated to the nearest integer.
The tension that is actually transmitted through the teeth for
pulley i is
Fj - Tj / Rj (4.6)
This force is multiplied by the tooth-in-mesh factors from Table 1 ,
then added to the higher tension segment for each pulley. Belt
segment 1 is the higher tension segment for both pulleys 1 and 2. The
tooth-in-mesh correction is calculated for both pulleys, then the
higher one is used.
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After the tooth-in-mesh corrections are completed, the
tensions are searched for the largest magnitude. Belt segment 1 is
usually the largest, however, it is possible for another segment to be
higher than 1 if a small pulley with a large torque is driven through a
few teeth only.
Service factors are functions of the type of drive source (AC
motors, DC motors, clutches, etcetra) and the daily usage. The
recommended factors are shown in Table 2. The largest tension, after
the tooth-in-mesh correction, is multiplied by the service factor to
determine the maximum working tension for the drive.
TABLE 1 : Tooth-ln-Mesh Factors27
Teeth-in-mesh Factor
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There are two final notes related to tooth-in-mesh. Smooth
pulleys have no teeth-in-mesh. TIMBELT assigns 9999 for the number
of teeth in contact for smooth pulleys. Lastly, since having less than
3 teeth in contact is not recommended, a message stating such is
included in the output when it occurs.
4.6 Belt Width
The maximum allowable tension versus width information is
collected from numerous references and is shown in Table 3. Table 3
contains only the small pitch belts used in office equipment. Since the
maximum allowable tension to width relationship is approximately
linear, the slope and y-intercept of the approximating straight line is
used by TIMBELT.
Once the maximum working tension is calculated (Section 4.5),
the width associated with that tension is calculated from the Table 3
approximation data stored in TIMBELT. For the selected pitch, both the
kevlar/fiberglass and the polyester belt width is determined. These
calculated widths are the minimum required values. Any available belt
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width equal to or greater than the calculated width will give infinite
life.
TABLE 3 : Maximum Allowable Tension flbs^ versus Width
Pitch 1/5" 3/8" 3mm 5mm
Cord K/F P K/F P K/F P K/F P K/F P
Width
1/4" 7.0 4.4 9.0 7.0 10.8 7.0 13.2 10.2 22.0 17.1
1/2" 14.7 9.2 18.8 14.7 22.6 14.7 27.5 21.5 45.9 35.8
3/4" 22.4 14.0 28.7 22.4 34.4 22.4 42.0 32.8 70.0 54.6





TIMBELT calculates the force on each pulley due to the belt
segment tensions. The force is of interest in the design of the shaft
and bracketry needed to support the pulley. The pulley forces are
calculated for two cases, due to preload only and due to the driving
tensions.
The calculation of the pulley forces is done using the law of
cosines. Only the magnitude of the sum of the belt tension vectors is
needed (see Figure 1 1 ). The pulley force is a function of the belt
tensions on the pulley and the belt contact angle. The pulley force (S)
for pulley i with segments i and j is
Si = [Fi2 + Fj2-2FiFjcospi] 1/2 (4.7)
R
FIGURE 11 : Pullev Loads
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CHAPTER 5 - PROJECT SOFTWARE
5.1 Introduction
As this project was being developed it became apparent that
there are three types of cases that need to be solved. The three types
of cases are: no movable pulley cases, length only cases, and length
and width cases.
No movable pulley cases involve determining the belt length
with all of the pulleys fixed in space. The calculated belt length can
be used to narrow down the list of available belt lengths for inputting
to TIMBELT. Another use of no movable pulley cases involves the
limits of movable pulley travel. By determining the belt lengths at the
extremes of movable pulley position, the ability to handle
manufacturing variations in belt length can be judged.
The next category of problems are length only cases. When
designing timing belt drive systems the geometry is repeatedly
rearranged to increase belt contact angles, use different belt lengths,
increase clearance, etcetra. This rearranging primarily effects the
belt length calculation. Since calculating the belt width during every
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geometry change wastes computer time, the width calculation should
be avoided. The movable pulley is positioned in length only cases but
TIMBELT stops before calculating the belt width.
The last category, length and width cases, is the final step in
the design process. Once the geometry is finalized the belt width
calculation can be performed.
5.2 Batch Version tTBELTB)
The batch version (TBELTB) was the first to be developed.
TBELTB is accessed from a standard computer terminal. Appendix C
details the use of TBELTB. Appendix C contains the list format data
descriptions and an example of input and corresponding output files
for each of the three types of cases.
The output file for no movable pulley cases includes the pulley
data, the belt segment data, and the length calculation. The pulley
data includes the x and y position, the diameter, the two pulley
intercept angles, and the belt contact in degrees and teeth. The belt
segment data includes whether the pitch line crosses the centerline,
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the center distance between pulleys, the belt segment length, and the
orientation of the centerline,UJ. Also in the output is an echo of the
pitch, an echo of the effective thickness, and the belt length in both
inches and pitches. Finally, the output contains a one page picture of
the drive drawn on the line printer.
For length only cases, the output file contains all of the above
plus the movable pulley information and an echo of the belt lengths
being considered. The movable pulley information identifies the
starting and final positions.
For length and width cases, the output file contains all of the
above plus the width data. The width data includes the torques, rpm's,
belt segment tensions, pulley loads, and the minimum belt widths
required.
TBELTB is composed of many subroutines and functions. Figure
12 shows the various program modules and their relationship within
TBELTB. Figure 12 includes the main program, TBELTB, and three
blocks of program modules. The upper block calculates the belt length,
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FIGURE 12 : Batch Version Program Flow Diagram
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lower block calculates the belt width.
Appendix E contains a description of each of the program
modules used in TBELTB. Appendix F contains all of the listings.
5.3 Interactive Version (TBELTI)
The interactive version (TBELTI) was the second to be
developed. TBELTI, like TBELTB, is accessed from a standard computer
terminal. TBELTI has not been used since the third version of TIMBELT,
the McAuto version (TBELT), was created.
TBELTI prompts the user for input parameter values. Each input
is requested along with notes for explanation and for input type, real
or integer. First, all length inputs are requested. The length
calculation then proceeds. Next, a menu is displayed offering to repeat
the length calculation with different inputs or to proceed to the width
calculation. TBELTI displays the same output described in Section 5.2
on the terminal screen and stores it in a file which can be printed
later.









































































FIGURE 13 : Interactive Version Program Flow Diagram
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There are four blocks of program modules off of the main program,
TBELTI. The upper block performs the length calculation. The next two
blocks draw the drive system onto the line printer and to the terminal
screen, respectively. The last block performs the width calculation.
Appendix E contains a description of each of the program
modules used in TBELTI. Appendix F contains all of the listings.
5.4 McAuto Version (TBELT)
The McAuto version (TBELT) was the last to be developed and is
the most used. TBELT is accessed from a McAuto CAD workstation
instead of a standard computer terminal.
TBELT combines a batch version, TBELTM, with a program
written in the McAuto language, Grip. The Grip program, TBELT,
obtains the needed inputs, then creates a data file for TBELTM as
described in Section 5.2 and Appendix C. TBELT then runs TBELTM and
copies the output. TBELT uses the output to locate the movable
pulley's final position. The output is also displayed on the McAuto
graphics screen and is available for printing on a line printer.
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Before TBELT can be run, a representation of the drive has to
be drawn into a McAuto part file. Circles representing pulleys and
tangent lines representing the pitch line are required. In addition, a
pivot point or a sliding direction are needed for the movable pulley.
Appendix D details all of the steps involved in running TBELT.
TBELT is interactive. Menus are displayed for choosing options
and inputting data. When needed, control is transferred to the screen
cursor for selecting circles, lines and points. The selected entities
are used to define the pulley position and diameter, the movable
pulley pivot point or sliding line, and whether the pitch line crosses
the centerline.
Figure 14 shows the program modules that make up TBELT.
Figure 14 is essentially Figure 12 with the Grip program, TBELT,
added. Appendix E contains a description of each of the program
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FIGURE 14 : McAuto Version Program Flow Dianram
CHAPTER 6 - SUMMARY
TIMBELT was tested by designing all of the timing belt drives
on a prototype machine. The prototype machine had seventeen timing
belt drive systems. Many program features evolved during this testing
phase.
TIMBELT supported the design process in many ways.
Capabilities of selecting belt lengths that are commercially available
or belt lengths used elsewhere in the prototype machine were used.
Another feature used was the contact angle determination. Relocating
idlers, both fixed and movable, for increased tooth engagement can be
quickly iterated.
Two examples from the seventeen drives mentioned above
demonstrate TIMBELT's usefulness. The first example is shown in
Figure 15. Figure 15 shows a five pulley drive system with a double
sided belt. Pulleys 1 and 2 are driven pulleys that rotate in opposite
directions. Opposite rotations require a double sided belt. Pulley 4 is
the driver which has to be located somewhere on the line inclined 3.5
from horizontal. Pulley 5 is a fixed idler. Pulley 5 prevents the belt
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segment from pulley 1 to pulley 4 from hitting pulley 2. Pulley 3 is
the movable pulley. Pulley 3 preloads the belt and insures adequate
belt contact on pulley 2.
TIMBELT was run 5 times before the belt length and all pulley
positions were determined. TIMBELTwas first run with no movable
pulley to get a starting length approximation. Next, pulley 3 which
really is a sliding movable pulley, was modeled as a rotating movable
pulley. Pulley 3 was rotated about the center of pulley 2. TIMBELT was
then run with increasingly longer belts, which increased the belt
contact on pulley 2. Rotating pulley 3 about the center of pulley 2
ensures adequate clearance between the two pulleys. Adequate belt




FIGURE 15 : Example Drive System
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The final run of TIMBELT for this example involved modeling
the movable pulley, pulley 3, as a fixed pulley and the driver, pulley 4,
as a sliding movable pulley. Pulley 4 could move along the required
3.5 line. TIMBELT was run with commercially available belt lengths
for target lengths. TIMBELT finalized all the pulley positions using an
available belt.
TIMBELT is useful for determining the amount of adjustment
necessary in the movable pulley. If exact positional tolerances of all
pulleys are known, TIMBELT can be run with all pulleys moved outward
or inward. The corresponding movable pulley position is the extreme
position in that direction.
The second example from the prototype machine involves four
of the seventeen timing belt drives. Because the machine was required
to operate at four different speeds, one of four different pulleys is
attached to the drive motor. The opposing pulley which is common to
all four motor pulleys is mounted to the primary jackshaft, see Figure
16. Using TIMBELT, the center distance and belt lengths were varied in
an attempt to reduce the number of different belts and movable pulley
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positions required. The final configuration chosen was five pulleys,
only one idler, and two belt lengths, both commercially available.
When the seventeen belt drives mentioned above were
designed, TIMBELT calculated the belt lengths only. The width






FIGURE 16 : Example Drive System
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was powered up, a few of the belts occasionally jumped teeth rather
than turning the load. When the belt width calculation ability was
added to TIMBELT, the belts were found to be undersized, some
grossly. The belts for the second iteration of the prototype machine
were designed using the final version of TIMBELT. That machine has
not had any belt drive problems.
Two areas of future work are suggested from this project. The
first is understanding the phenomenon of belt jumping, either
analytically or empirically. If belt jumping can be predicted for any
pitch, torque, diameter, and contact angle, then a Dayco-like design
procedure can be used (Chapter 2). The Dayco procedure is superior to
the procedure used in TIMBELT.
The second area for future work involves expanding TIMBELT's
capability. By adding additional subroutines the width calculation
methods for other flexible drive systems (chains, flat belts, v-belts,
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APPENDIX A - DERIVATION OF THE TANGENT LINE LENGTH AND THE
INTERCEPT ANGLE EQUATIONS
R.+ R.
FIGURE A1 : Cases forWhich the Pitch Line Crosses the Centerline
Starting with the right triangle with sides Cd, L, and ( R-| + R2 )
Cd2
=
L2 + (R1 + R2)2
which rearranges to yield equation (3.1)
L = [Cd2-(R1+R2)2]1/2 (3.1)
From the same right triangle
COS 6 = (R1 + R2) / Cd
which yields equation (3.2)
6 = COS-1[(R1+R2)/Cd] (3.2)
R.-R
FIGURE A2 : Cases for Which the Pitch Line does not Cross the Centerline
Starting with the right triangle with sides Cd, L, and ( R-| - R2 )
Cd2
= L2 + (R1-R2)2
which rearranges to yield equation (3.3)
L = [Cd2-(R1-R2)2]1/2 (3.3)
From the same right triangle
COS 0 = ( R-| - R2 ) / Cd
which yields equation (3.4)
0 = COS"1 [ ( R1 - R2 ) / Cd ] (3.4)
A2
APPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR THE PULLEY CENTER
DISTANCES AND THE ANGLES BETWEEN THE GLOBAL COORDINATE
SYSTEM TO ALL THE LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS
FIGURE B1 : Global and Local Coordinate Systems
From Figure B1 the center distance from pulley i to pulley j is
(Cd)ir[(Xj-Xi)2 +
(Yj-Yi)2]1/2 (B.1)
The angle, U, from the global coordinate system to the local system
for pulley i is
Yi = COS-1 [(Xj-Xj)/(Cd)jj (B.2)
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APPENDIX C - TIMING BELT DESIGN PROGRAM USERS GUIDE AND
EXAMPLES (BATCH VERSIONS
In this appendix, the necessary inputs to the batch version of
TIMBELT are explained and examples are given. These inputs are also
used by the McAuto version of TIMBELT. The subroutine TBELT creates
a text file containing the necessary inputs that are described in this
appendix.
Before running the program, the pulley numbering system has
to be determined. See Figure C1 . Any pulley inside the pitch line can
be number 1 . In Figure C1 , four of the five pulleys are inside the pitch
line. Only the pulley at x = 3, y = 3 is outside the pitch line. Starting
with number 1 , follow the pitch line clockwise and consecutively
number the remaining pulleys both inside and outside the pitch line.
As discussed in Chapter 5, there are three types of cases. In
this appendix, the necessary inputs for each type of case is discussed
along with an example of the input and output. The three example
problems are all from Figure C1 . Figure C1 shows a sliding and a



















1/5 Pitch Single Sided Belt
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FIGURE C1 : Example Drive System
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demonstrated.
The first type of case discussed is a no movable pulley case.
The list format input is described, then a five pulley example from
Figure C1 is shown. The next type of case is a length only case. The
input format is described, then the sliding movable pulley problem is
demonstrated. The last type of case is a length and width case. The
input format is described, then the rotating movable pulley problem is
demonstrated.
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1 . BATCH PROGRAM INPUTS FOR FIXED CENTER PULLEY CASES
Line 1.1 Title
Format - Up to 70 characters in 'single quotes'
Used to identify results
Line 1.2 Data
Format - Integer, Integer, Real, Real
Number of pulleys1 , Index of movable pulley2, Pitch3, Effective
thickness^
1 Up to 10
2 For no movable pulley, enter a number greater than N or less than 1
3 .080, 1/5 = .2, 3mm = .1181, etcetra
4 Used for single sided belts with smooth outside idlers only. See
Table 4
TABLE 4 : Effective Thickness for Small Pitch Belts27




Line 1.3- Line 1.(N+2) Pulley Data
Format Real, Real, Real
X Position, Y Position, Diameter
One line for each pulley starting with number 1 and proceeding
sequentially
Line 1.(N+3) Geometry Data
Format - Single Letter, Single Letter, etcetra
T or F, does the pitch line cross the centerline between pulleys (1 &
2), (2&3) (N-1 &N),(N&1)
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TEST CASE 1 INPUTS - Example of a Timing Belt Drive System with all
Fixed Centers
' TEST CASE 1 - OUTPUT ' TITLE
5,0, .2,-03 MOVABLE PULLEY NUMBER 0 ( ALL FIXED
4. , 1. , 1. PULLEY 1
1. , 1. , 1. 75 PULLEY 2
2. , 5. , 1. 5 PULLEY 3
3. ,3. , 1. 25 PULLEY 4
5. , 5. ,2. PULLEY 5












1 4 OOOO 1.0000 1. OOOO 338 9989 277. 1B0B 61. B177 2
2 i. oooo 1 OOOO 1. 7500 277 iaoe 164.2269 112. 9943 B3 2 0000 9. OOOO 1. 9000 164 2269 347. 6377 176 9BBS 114 3 OOOO 3. OOOO 1. 2900 167. 6377 390 B123 183. 1746 9999

















EECNENT LOCAL C. 8.
LENSTH ANOLE
2. 9769 160 OOOO
4. 1212 79. 963B
1 7399 296 9691
2. 2937 49 OOOO
4. 0927 299 9638
PITCH 0.200
EFFECTIVE THICKNESS - 0.030
TOTAL PITCHLINE LENSTH - 29.241
NUMBER OF PITCHES 126. 2
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2. BATCH PROGRAM INPUTS FOR MOVABLE PULLEY CASES - LENGTH
CALCULATION ONLY
Line 2.1 Title
Format - Up to 70 characters in 'single quotes'
Used to identify results
Line 2.2 Data
Format - Integer, Integer, Real, Real
Number of pulleys1
, Index of movable pulley2, Pitch3, Effective
thickness4
1 Up to 10
2 For no movable pulley, enter a number greater than N or less than 1
3 .080, 1/5 = .2, 3mm = .1 181 , etcetra
4 Used for single sided belts with smooth outside idlers only. See
Table 4
TABLE 4 : Effective Thickness for Small Pitch Belts27






1 = Sliding movable pulley
2 = Rotating movable pulley
Line 2.4 Sliding Pulley Information
Format - Real, Real, Real, Real
Starting X Position, Starting Y Position, Sliding Angle1, Diameter
1 Angle measured from horizontal (Global)
Line 2.4 Rotating Pulley Information
Format - Real, Real, Real, Real, Real
Pivot X Position, Pivot Y Position, Pivot Arm Length, Pivot Arm Start
Angle1
, Diameter
1 Angle measured from the pivot with respect to the horizontal
(Global)
Line 2.5 - Line 2.(N+31 Pulley Data
Format- Real, Real, Real
X Position, Y Position, Diameter
CIO
One line for each pulley starting with number 1 and proceeding
sequentially, skipping the movable pulley
Line 2.(N+4^ Geometry Data
Format - Single Letter, Single Letter, etcetra
T or F, does the pitch line cross the centerline between pulleys (1 &
2), (2&3) , (N-1 &N),(N&1)
Line 2.(N+5) Standard Sizes
Format - Integer, Integer, Integer, etcetra
From 0 to 10 integers representing number of pitches (standard
lengths) for consideration. If there is no preference, enter none. Enter
only one to search for a specific length. Otherwise, enter all the
acceptable values the program can choose from
Cll
TEST CASE 2 INPUTS - Example of a Timing Belt Drive System with a
Sliding Movable Pulley and no Width Calculation Required
' TEST CASE 2 - OUTPUT
5, 3, . 2, . 03
1
2. , 5. , 15. . 1. 5
4. . 1. . 1.
1. , 1. r 1. 75
3. ,3. , 1. 25
5. , 5. ,2.
F, F, T, T, F











CROSSES BETWEEN ( 3 & 4
FOUR POSSIBLE LENGTHS
) CODE
















































































SEOHENT LOCAL C. 8
LENOTH ANOLE
2 9769 ISO OOOO
3 B7B9 83 2992
1 9619 309 7940
2 2937 49 OOOO
4.0927 299 9638
PITCH - 0 200
EFFECTIVE THICKNESS 0.030
TOTAL PITCHLINE LENSTH 24 BOO
NUMBER OF PITCHES 124 u
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3. BATCH PROGRAM INPUTS FOR MOVABLE PULLEY - LENGTH AND WIDTH
CASES
Line 3.1 Title
Format - Up to 70 characters in 'single quotes'
Used to identify results
Line 3.2 Data
Format - Integer, Integer, Real, Real
Number of pulleys1 , Index of movable pulley2, Pitch3, Effective
thickness4
1 Up to 10
2 For no movable pulley, enter a number greater than N or less than 1
3 .080, 1/5 = .2, 3mm = .1181, etcetra
4 Used for single sided belts with smooth outside idlers only. See
Table 4
TARI E 4 : Effective Thickness for Small Pitch Belts27
Pitch







3 = Sliding movable pulley
4 = Rotating movable pulley
Line 3.4 Sliding Pulley Information
Format- Real, Real, Real, Real, Real
Starting X Position, Starting Y Position, Sliding Angle1 , Diameter,
Torque2
1 Angle measured from horizontal (Global)
2 Torque for driving pulley can be any number, even 0.0
Line 3.4 Rotating Pulley Information
Format - Real, Real, Real, Real, Real, Real
Pivot X Position, Pivot Y Position, Pivot Arm Length, Pivot Arm Start
Angle1
, Diameter, Torque2
1 Angle measured from the pivot with respect to the horizontal
(Global)
2 Torque for driving pulley can be any number, even 0.0
Line 3.5 - Line 3.(N+3) Pulley Data
Format - Real, Real, Real, Real
CI6
X Position, Y Position, Diameter, Torque1
One line for each pulley starting with number 1 and proceeding
sequentially, skipping the movable pulley
1 Torque for driving pulley can be any number, even 0.0
Line 3.fN+4) Width Calculation Data
Format - Integer, Integer, Real, Real, Real
Driving Pulley Index Number, Driver Rotation1, Driver RPM, Minimum
Tension2, Service Factor3
1 1 = CW 2 = CCW
2 1 .0 to 2.0 (lbs) suggested
3 See Table 5
TABLE 5: Office Equipment Service Factors^"3
I tvks or driving units
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Line 3.(N+5^ Geometry Data
Format - Single Letter, Single Letter, etcetra
T or F, does the pitch line cross the centerline between pulleys (1 &
2),(2&3) (N-1 &N),(N&1)
Line 3.(N+6^ Standard Sizes
Format - Integer, Integer, Integer, etcetra
From 0 to 10 integers representing number of pitches (standard
lengths) for consideration. If there is no preference, enter none. Enter
only one to search for a specific length. Otherwise, enter all the
acceptable values the program can choose from
CI8
TEST CASE 3 INPUTS - Example of a Timing Belt Drive System with a
Rotating Movable Pulley and the Width Calculation Included
' TEST CASE 3 - OUTPUT
5, 5, . 2, 03
7. , 5. ,2. , ISO. ,
4. , 1. , 1. , . 5
1. , 1. , 1. 75,0.
2. , 5. , 1. 5, 1. 2
3,3., 1. 25, 1.
2, 1, 750. ,2. , 1.




ROTATING PULLEY NUMBER 5
ROTATING PULLEY ( LENGTH AND WIDTH ) CODE






CROSSES BETWEEN ( 3 & 4 ) AND ( 4 & 5 )
ONLY ONE POSSIBLE LENGTH
CI9
TE5T CASE 3
PULLEY POSITION DIAMETER INTERCEPT ANCLE CONTACT
NUMBER I Y IN OUT ANGLE
1 4 OOOO 1 OOOO 1 OOOO 339 3807 277 1808 62 2000
2 1 OOOO 1 OOOO 1 7900 277 1B0B 164 2263 112 9543
3 2 OOOO S OOOO 1 5000 164 2263 347 6377 176 3888
4 3 OOOO 3 OOOO 1 2500 1*7 4377 331. 0886 183 4510






























SEGMENT LOCAL C S
LENGTH ANGLE
2. 9763 180 OOOO
4 1212 75 9638
1.7393 296 3691
2 3670 46 1273
4. 1733 236. 2127
PITCH 0. 200
EFFECTIVE THICKNESS - 0. 030
TOTAL PITCHLINE LENGTH - 23 400
NUMBER OF PITCHES - 127 0
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X . 3 SX
X S 3 X




























TEST CASE 3 OUTPUT
DRIVER ROTATES CLOCKWISE
SERVICE FACTOR = 1.60
PULLEY DRIVER / RPM SHAFT CONTACT
NUMBER DRIVEN TORQUES TEETH
1 DRIVEN 1312. 50 0. 500 2
2 ?DRIVER** 750. 00 6. 236 a
3 DRIVEN 875. 00 1. 200 n
4 DRIVEN 1001. 91 1. 000 9999
5 DRIVEN 656 25 3 000 16
WARNING. LESS THAN 3 TEETH ON SOME PULLEYS




































MAXIMUM WORKING TENSION ( LBS ) = 17.80
BELT PRELOAD ( LBS ) = 6. 19
KEVLAR /FIBERGLASS BELT WIDTH ( IN > = 0. 462
POLYESTER MINIMUM BELT WIDTH ( IN ) = 0. 579
C22
APPENDIX D - TIMING BELT DESIGN PROGRAM USERS GUIDE (McAUTO
VERSIONS
This appendix contains a description of all the steps required
to design timing belt drive systems on the McAuto CAD system.
Instructions, copies of the menus, required data, and explanations of
what will occur are included. McAuto is a menu driven Computer Aided
Design program written by McDonnell Douglas.
1 . Draw circles, of pitch diameter, for all pulleys. For smooth
idlers on the back side of a single sided belt, draw circles of the
outside diameter.
2. Draw tangent lines between circles representing the pitch
line.
3. For sliding movable pulleys, a line somewhere on the screen
representing the sliding direction is needed.
4. For rotating movable pulleys the pivoting point, defined
with the generic point menu, is needed.
5. Decide on a circle numbering scheme. Any circle inside the
pitch line can be number one. Starting with number one, follow the
pitch line clockwise and consecutively number the remaining circles,
both inside and outside the pitch line. The numbers do not have to be
on the screen.
6. Run the grip program, :GMATSON:TBELT with the pulley
system selectable on the screen.













(movable pulley moves in a
straight line)
(Also calculates the minimum
belt width)
(Movable pulley moves around a
pivot point)
(Also calculates the minimum
belt width)
(Number of pulleys)
(movable pulley index number)
(.080, .2, 3mm = .1 181 , etcetra)
(Effective thickness, needed for
single sided belts with outside
idlers only, otherwise
THICKNESS = 0.0. See Table 4)
D2







(Driving pulley index number)
(Driver rotational direction)
(Revolutions per minute)
(The tension value in the lowest
tension belt segment, 1 .0 - 2.0
lbs suggested)
(Service factor from Table 5)




1/5" 3/8" 3mm 5mm
TABLE 5 : Office Equipment Service Factnrs25
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1 1 . Select pulley 1 , input shaft torque in in-lb (if requested),
select the pitch line from pulley 1 to pulley 2, select pulley 2,
etcetra.
1 2. Select the sliding line to define the sliding direction, or
specify the pivot point for movable pulleys.
13. Input standard sizes. The standard sizes are integers
representing numbers of pitches. If there is no preference, enter none.
Enter only one to search for a specific length. Otherwise, enter all
acceptable values, up to ten, for the program to choose from.
14. The program runs, then draws the resulting pulley
configurations in dashed font.
15. If "ROTATE WCS UNTIL Z AXIS OUT OF SCREEN" appears the
program ends. The pulley system has to be redrawn and the WCS
corrected. The program depends on the z axis being out of the screen,
which will happen automatically, for most cases.
1 6. Choose between viewing all or only a part of the program
numerical output.




instructed to continue the program and show the pulley system again.
18. Print the program numerical output on the line printer, if
desired. The information is no! saved in the computer.
19. Choose to run again or stop. When rerunning, the values
specified last time appear automatically, but can be changed.
20. The final step is redrawing. The last configuration only is
redrawn in the work layer using the color and font thatwere active
before the program started. Old movable pulley positions are not
deleted so previous configurations can be recreated, if desired.
D5
APPENDIX E - DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM MODULES
This appendix contains a description of each of the programs,
subroutines, and functions contained in TIMBELT. The arrangement is
alphabetical.
ARCDEC
Decides which part of the circle, between the two intercept
angles, to include into the total pitch line length calculation.
BLIA
Calculates the belt segment lengths and the tangent line
intercept angles. The angles are corrected to global coordinates. BLIA
also converts the smooth backside idler pulleys used on single sided
belts from outside diameter to pitch diameter.
CDANGLE
Calculates the pulley center distance and the angle from the
global coordinate system to each local coordinate system.
CIRCLE
Draws circles, using characters, in the drawing array.
LINE
Draws lines, using characters, in the drawing array. Lines
nearer to vertical are drawn differently than lines nearer to
horizontal for appearance reasons.
LSECANT
Uses the secant method of root-solving to search for the
correct length. Convergence checks and iteration limits are included.
PDRAW
Scales the pulley system to fit on one page from a line printer,
then coordinates the drawing of the system with various characters.
The pulleys are drawn using their index numbers (pulley 1 with 1's,
pulley 2 with 2's, etcetra), the pitch line between pulleys is drawn
with X's. For sliding movable pulleys, a line is drawn with S's through
the movable pulley center in the correct orientation. For rotating
movable pulleys, a line is drawn with R's from the movable pulley
center to the pivoting point.
PSQLVE




Polar to rectangular conversion.
RESCALE
Rescales the movable pulley lines to fit within the drawing
array boundaries.
ROTATE
Converts the newest guess of the pivot arm angle to a new
movable pulley position. The routine that coordinates the calculation
of the length is then called. Then the difference between the target
length and the calculated length is returned to LSECANT.
The first time ROTATE is run, the target length is determined.
Either the closest integer, or the closest standard size to the first
calculation of the length becomes the target length.
RTOP
Rectangular to polar conversion.
SDRAW




Similar to ROTATE, but for sliding movable pulleys. The latest
guess of the distance from the starting position is converted to a new
movable pulley position.
TBELT
The only module not written in Fortran. TBELT is written in the
McAuto language (Grip) and is the interactive link between the McAuto
design file containing the needed geometry information and TIMBELT.
TBELT creates McAuto menus for needed inputs and controls
the selection of geometry from the graphics screen that is also
needed as inputs. The inputting procedure is explained in detail in the
users guide in Appendix D. Redrawing with various colors and fonts
(solid or dashed lines) is used to indicate proper selection of
geometry and to display results.
TBELT creates a text file containing the inputs needed for the
batch version of TIMBELT. The batch version inputs are described in
Appendix C. TBELT runs the batch program then displays some or all of
the output on the graphics screen. The output is also searched for the
E4
final position of the movable pulley so that final redrawing of the
pulley system can be done.
A possible problem with the work coordinate system, the WCS,
was observed during debugging the program. As the first pulley is
selected, the WCS is moved to the center of the circle with the x and
y axis in the plane of the circle. This assures that all coordinates will
be in the correct plane. However, depending on where the WCS was
previously and how the circle was originally drawn, the z axis could
be in or out of the screen.
TIMBELT assumes the z axis is out of the screen and the
pulleys are selected around the pitch line clockwise. The procedure is
detailed in Appendix D. During the redrawing, if the z axis is in the
screen, the system looks nothing like it originally did. See Figure E1 .
By monitoring a belt segment that should not change, this error can be
detected and the program halted.
TBELTB
Coordinates the solution for the batch version of TIMBELT.
TBELTB does the inputting and outputting and calls the routines that
E5
do the length calculation, width calculation, and draw the system on
one page on the line printer.
TBELTI
TBELTI is similar to TBELTB but controls the interactive
version. TBELTI outputs both to the line printer and to the terminal.
The numerical results and a picture of the pulley system go to both
output devices.
FIGURE E1 : Z Axis into McAuto Graphics Screen Effect
E6
TBELTM
TBELTM is similar to TBELTB. Only the arrangement of the
output and the names of the input and output data files are different.
WIDTH
Calculates the minimum belt width for both Kevlar/Fiberglass
and Polyester corded belts.
E7
APPENDIX F - PROGRAM LISTING
This appendix contains a listing of the programs, subroutines,
















































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
OBJECTIVE : TO DETERMINE WHICH SEGMENT CF THE PITCH DI AMETER, BETWEEN
THE TWO INTERCEPTS, THAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL LENGTH
- DESCRIPTICN CF VARIABLES :
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGCING " " n 7 "
CONANG - ANGLE CF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
h - NUMBER CF PULLEYS
I - COUNTER
J - CCUKTER
IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
AID - INDEX CF PULLEY AFTER THE MOVABLE CNE
BID - " " " BEFORE " " "
FIRST - ( LCGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
X - RECTANGULAR COORDINATES CF NEIGHBORING INTERCEPT
Y - ( GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM >
R - POLAR COORDINATES OF NEIGHBORING INTERCEPT
A - ( LCCAL C.S. )
AVEANG - AVERAGE OF THE INTERCEPT ANGLES
ANG - CCPY OF ITAN1, FOR CALCULATING
XI - RECTANGULAR COORDINATES OF ROTATED INTERCEPT
Yl - I GLCBAL C.S. )
X2 - RECTANGULAR COORDINATES OF ROTATED NEIGHBOR INTERCEPT
Y2 - I GLOBAL C.S. >
ARC - DIFFERENCE IN DEGREES BETWEEN THE TWO INTERCEPTS
SHORT - EITHER ARC OR 360-ARC WHICHEVER IS SMALLER
LCNG - " > > n LARGER
CELX - ( X2-X1 J USED TO DETERMINE IF PITCHLINE TOUCHES THE
SHORT CR LONG ARC
SUCCESS - ( LOGICAL ) SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
SUBROUTINES AND FUSCTICN SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
PTOR - PCLAR TO RECTANGULAR CONVERSION
RTOP - RECTANGULAR TO POLAR CONVERSION
COMMENTS :
NONE









0063 INTEGER N.NMAX, I , J, Al D, BI D, IDNUM
0C64 LOGICAL SUCCESS, F IRST
0065
0066 DC 50 1=1, N
0067
0068 * AFTERF1RST PASS ONLY THE MOVABLE PULLEY AND BORDERING PULLEYS CHANGE
0069 * AND NEED RE-C ALCULAT INC
0070
0 071 IF( I .NOT. (FIRST) ).AND.( .NOT.( (I .EQ. IDNUM ) .OR . ( I .EO.BIO.OR.








0080 * TRANSFORM NEIGHBORING INTERCEPT PCINT TO GLOBAL X.Y
0081
0082 CALL PTCR( XPOSI J) ,YPOS( J)',RAC( J). IT AN1 ( J > , X , Y >
0063
0084 * TRANSFORM IT TO R, ANGLE W.R.T. PULLEY CF INTEREST
0085
0086 CALL RTOP(XPCS( I) ,YPOS( I) ,X ,Y ,R , A , SUCCESS )
0087
0083 * FIND AVERAGE CF THE INTERCEPTS AND ROTATE THE 2 PCINTS SO THAT THE
0089 * PITCH TANGENTS WILL BE SYMMETRIC WITH THE X AXIS
0090
0091 AVEANG=(ITANllIr*ITAN2(Ir)/2.




0096 * TRANSFORM 1 INTERCEPT AND THE NEIGHBOR TC THE GLOBAL C.S.
0097
0093 CALL PTOR(XPOS( D.YPOSI I),RAC( I > , ANG.X1 . Y 1 )
0099
CTIOO CALL PTOR(XPOS( D.YPOSI I) ,R,A,X2,Y2I
0101
0102 * DETERMINE THE SHGRT AND LONG CONTACT ARC FOR EACH PULLEY
0103
0104 ARC=ABS(ITAN1(I.-ITAN2( I))








0113 * DETERMINE IF BELT IS TCLCHING ON THE LCNG OR SHORT ARC BY COMPARING
C114 * THE X PCSITION OF THE INTERCEPT W.R.T. THE PULLEY CENTER WITH THE
F3




0119 IF( Xl.LT.XPCSJ III'THEN
0120 IF( DELX.LT.O. )THEN



























PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE
PIC CON REL LCL NOSHR NOEXE
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE





Address Type Name Address Type Name
2-CC000C0C R*4 A 3-00000004 I4 AID
** R*4 AVEANG 3-00000000 1*4 BID
** 1*4 I AP-000000243 1*4 IDNUM
AP-000000043 1*4 N AP-0000 00083 1*4 NMAX
2-CCC00C24 L*4 SUCCESS 2-00000000 R*4 X
2-C0000004 R*4 Y 2-00000018 R*4 Yl
F4
0C01 * SUBROUTINE : BLIA
OOC2 *
0003 * PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
0004 *
0005 * DATE WRITTEN : 6/26/86
0006 *
0007 * OBJECTIVE : TO CALCULATE THE PITCH SEGMENT LENGTHS BETWEEN PULLEY
0C08 * PAIRS AND THE TWO INTERCEPT POSITIONS ( ANGLES > FOR EACH PULLEY
0CC9 *
0010 * DESCRIPTION CF VARIABLES :
0011 *
0C12 * NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER CF PULLEYS
2013 * RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
CC14 * CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2. etc.)
0C15 * GLOBANG - ANGLE CF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
CC16 * SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
0017 * 1TAN1 - 1NCCMINC INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
0013 * ITAN2 - OUTGCING " " " " "
0019 * BACKTHK - DIMENSION FROM PITCHLINE TO BACK SURFACE OF BELT
0C2C * RAOD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
0021 * N - NUMBER CF PULLEYS
0022 * I - COUNTER
0023 * J - COUNTER
0024 * IDNUM - INDEX CF MOVABLE PULLEY
0025 * AID - INDEX CF PULLEY AFTER THE MOVABLE CNE
0026 * BID - " " " BEFORE " "
0C27 * XCENTER - ( LOGICAL ) PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
0023 * FIRST - ( LCGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
0029 *
0030 * SUM - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
0031 * ANG " "
C032 * DIFF " "
0033 * INSIDE - ( LCGICAL ) PITCHLINE INSIDE PULLEY
0034 *
0035 *









0045 SUBROUTINE BL I A( N, NMAX, RAD, GLCB ANG, SL ENGTH, IT AN 1, IT AN 2, CD I ST,
0046 lXCENTER.RACC. ICK.UM)
0047
0043 CCMMON/ThPEE/ B IC , A ID, E ACKTHK
C049 COMMGN/FCUR/ FIRST
0 n 5 C
0 051 REAL RAC ( NMAX ),GL CBANG ( NM AX ), SLENGTH (NMAX), IT AN 1( NMAX), ITAN2
005 2 KNMAX) ,CDI ST ( NMAX ) , SUM , ANG ,DIF F , BACKTHK, R ADD ( NMA X)
0053 INTEGER N .NMAX, I , J, Al D, BI D, IDNUM
0054 LCGICAL XCENTE R( NMAX) , I NS I DE, F I RST
0C55
0056 * COPY RAOIUS AND ADD THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PITCHLINE AND THE BACK





























































DC 5 1=1, N
RADD( I ) = RAD( I )
ENDDO
INS IDE=. FALSE.
DO 10 1=2, N
IF( (f INSIDE). AND. (.NCT. (XCENTER(I-1)))).0R.(( .NOT.
1(INSICE)).ANC.(XCENTER(I-1>>) 1THEN







* CALCULATE THE BELT SEGMENT LENGTHS AND THE ANGULAR POSITION
* ( LOCAL COOR.) OF INTERCEPT
INS ICE=. FALSE.
DC IOC 1=1, N
* AFTER FIRST PASS ONLY SEGMENTS BORDERING THE MOVABLE PULLEY CHANGE
* NEED RE-CALCULATING







* EQUATIONS FOR CASES WHERE PITCHLINE CRCSSES THE CENTERLINE
1F( XCENTER( I) JTHEN







* EQUATIONS FCR CASES WHERE PITCHLINE DCES NOT CROSS CENTERLINE


























































* INTERCEPT ANGLES HAVE TO BE CORRECTED FOR SIGN DEPENDING ON CASE OF
* INTEREST ( INSIDE TO OUTSIDE OR INSIDE TO INSIDE OF PULLEY )
IF( INSIDE)THEN
ITAN21 I=-ITAN2(I>
ITANK J) = -ITAN1(J)
ENDIF
* TRANSFORM INTERCEPT ANGLES TO GLOBAL C.S.
ITAN2I I )=1TAN2( I )+GLOBANG( I )
ITANKJ)=ITANKJ)*GLOBANG(I>
* TRANSFORM ALL INTERCEPT ANGLES TO 0 TO 360 DEGREES
80 CONTINUE
IF(ITAN2(I).GT.36 0.)THEN

















IF( ITANK JI.LT.O. JTHEN





































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
OBJECTIVE : TO CALCULATE THE CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
AND THE ANGLE FRDM THE HORIZONTAL TO THE CENTERLINE BETWEEN
PULLEY PAIRS
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, etc.)
GLDBANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
N - NUMBER CF PULLEYS
I - COUNTER
J - CCUNTER
IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
AID - INDEX OF PULLEY AFTER THE MDVABLE ONE
BID - " " " BEFORE " " "
FIRST - ( LOGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
X - STORES INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
y H It It








INTEGER N, NMAX, I , J, AID, BID, IDNUM
LOGICAL FIRST
CALCULATE DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY CENTERS AND ANGULAR POSITION
OF ALL PULLEY SEGMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE GLOBAL C.S.
DO 50 1=1, N
AFTER FIRST PASS CNLY SEGMENTS BORDERING MOVABLE PULLEY CHANGE AND
NEED RE-CALCULATING





































Y=YPOS( J J-YPGS( I )
CDISTI I )=SQRT(X*X*Y*Y)
GLOEANGU )=ACOSD(X/CDIST( I ) )
ARC COSINE FUNCTION GOES FROM 0 TO 180 DEGREES. NEED TO ACCOUNT
FOR THE 3 RD AND 4 TH QUADRANTS
IF( Y.LT.O. 1THEN


















PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE
PIC CON REL LCL NOSHR NOEXE
PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE














0C01 * SUBROUTINE : CIRCLE
OC02 *
0003 * PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
0C04 *
0005 * DATE WRITTEN : 10/S/86
0C06 *
0007 * OBJECTIVE : TO DRAW CIRCLES AT SUPPLIED POSITIONS AND RADII WITH
0008 * SUPPLIED CHARACTERS
0CC9 *
0010 * DESCRIPTION CF VARIABLES :
0C11 *
012 * IMAX - MAXIMUM Y INDEX FOR DRAWING
0013 * JMAX - x "
OCK * GRAPH - ARRAY USED FOR DRAWING PICTURE OF CASE
0015 * SYMBOL - SYMBOL USED FOR DRAWING
001b * XPOS - X POSITION OF CIRCLE CENTER
0017 * YPCS Y " " -
0018 * RAD - RADIUS CF CIRCLE
0019 *
0020 * TERM - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
0021 * Y - "
0022 * XMIN - MINIMUM X VALUE FOR CASE
0C23 * YMIN - " Y " " "
0024 * DELX - X INCREMENT BETWEEN INDEXES
0025 * DELY Y "
0026 * XINDEX - STATEMENT FUNCTION FCR CALCULATING X INDEX
0 02 7 * YINCEX- " " " Y "
0C28 * J - COUNTER
0C25 * K - INDEX
0030 * L -
0 031 * M - "
0C32 * N -
0033 * P -
0034 *
0035 *









0045 SUBROUTINE CI RCLE ( IMAX, JMAX, GRA PH, SYMBOL, XPOS , YPOS, RAD)
0046
0047 REAL XPCS, YPOS, RAD, TERM, Y.XMI N, YM IN, DELX, DEL Y, XI NDEX.YI NDEX
0043
0049 INTEGER J,K ,L ,M,N,P, IMAX, JMAX
0050
0051 CHARACTER GRAPH! IMAX, JMAX ), SYMBOL
C052
0053 CCMMCN/SIX/ XM I N , YMI N,DEL X, DELY
0054
0055
0056 XINDEX(XPCS)=INT( ( ( XPOS-XMI N) /DELXK-l .5 )
0057 Y INDEX! YPCS )= INT ( ( I YPOS-YMI N> /DELYK1.51
FIO
OC58
0059 * DETERMINE INDEX OF TCP AND BOTTOM OF CIRCLE
0060
0061 K=YINDEX( (YPQS-RAD) ) ,
0062 L=YINDEX( CYPOS+RAD) )
0063
0064 * DRAW BOTH SIDES, ONLY
0065




0 07 0 TERM=SCRT(RAD*RAD-TERM* TERM)
0071
0072 M=XINDEX( (XPOS-TERM) )









0082 DD 150 P=(M+1 ),(N-1 )





0083 * DRAW BOTTOM LINE
0089
0 09 0 IF( ( J.EQ-. (L-l ) ) .AND.( N. GT.( M+l) ) )THEN
0091
0092 DC 20C P=(M*1 ),(N-1)





































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 10/9/86
OBJECTIVE : TC DRAW A STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN SUPPLIED ENDPOINTS USING
A SUPPLIEC CHARACTER
DESCRIPTION CF VARIABLES :
IMAX - NUMBER CF ROWS FOR DRAWING PICTURE OF CASE
JMAX - n i. COLUMNS " " " " "
GRAPH - CHARACTER ARRAY FOR DRAWING " " "
SYMBOL - SYMBOL USED FOR DRAWING
XI - LINE ENCPCINTS
Yl - " "
X2 - " "
Y2 - " M
TERMX - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
TERMY " "
SLOPE - SLOPE CF LINE
B - Y INTERCEPT OF LINE
XMIN - M1MMLM X VALUE FOR CASE
YMIN - Y " " "
DELX - X INCREMENT BETWEEN INDEXES
DELY Y " " "
XINDEX - STATEMENT FUNCTION CALCULATES X INDEX





VERT - ( LCGICAL > VERTICAL LINE




SUBROUTINE LINE! IMAX, JMAX, GRAPH, SYMBOL,XI, Yl ,X2,Y2)




CHARACTER GRAPH 1 1 MAX, JMAX) , SYMBOL
FI2
0058
0059 CCMMCN/SIX/ XM IN, YM IN , DEL X, DELY
0060
0061
0 06 2 X INDEX! XI ) = INT ( ( ( Xl-XMI N) /DELX) +1.5 )
0063 YINDEX( Y1)=INT(( ! Y 1-YMI N ) /DEL Y ) +1.5 1
0064












0077 * DRAW LINE FOR SLOPE FRCM VERTICAL TO 45 DEGREES
0078
0 07 9 IF( ( SLOPE.GT. 1. ). OR. ( SLOPE.LT.-l.). OR. (VERT)) THEN
0080
0081 * ASSURE POINT 2 HIGHER THAN POINT 1
0082





















0104 DO 375 P=K,L























































































































PROGRAMMER : 6ARY MATSON
DATE WRITTEN : 1/23/86
OBJECTIVE : TO SOLVE FOR ROOTS OF E8UATI0NS USIN6 THE SECANT METHOD
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
PO - OLD GUESS OF THE ROOT
PI - NEW GUESS OF THE ROOT
P - NEWEST CALCULATED GUESS OF ROOT
50 - FUNCTION EVALUATED AT PO
01 - FUNCTION EVALUATED AT PI
EA-3S - ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
EREL - RELATIVE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
ITMAX - ITERATION LIMIT
I - COUNTER
SUCCESS LOGICAL FLAG FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
F - FUNCTION OF INDEPENDANT VARIABLE
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE 3ETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, ETC.)
GLOSANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
ITAN1 - INC0HIN6 INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING
" " "
CONANG - ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
RA9D - PULLEY PITCH OADIUS
STDSZ - STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES >
XCENTER - ( LOGICAL ) PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
FTRST - ( LOGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
NOMOVID - I LOGICAL > NO MOVABLE PULLEY ( IDLER )
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REOUIRED :
F - FUNCTION TO BE SOLVED
COMMENTS : NONE
SU3R0UTINE LSEC ANT CF/ NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CDIST, SLOBAN6, RAD, SLENGTH
1,ITAN1,ITAN2,XC ENTER, RADD, CONANG, STDSZ)
EXTERNAL F
COMMON/ONE/ PO, P1 ,P, E A3S, EREL, ITMAX, SUC CESS
COMMON/FOUR/ F I RST,NOMOV ID
REAL P0,P1,P,a0,al,EABS,EREL,F
INTEGER ITMAX, I, NMAX
LOGICAL SUCCESS, FIRST, NOMOVID
FI5
3058
005 9 ' 00 = F (PO, NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CDIST, GLOB ANG, RAD, SLENGTH, ITAM, IT AN2




0064 01 =F( PI, NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CD 1ST, GLOB ANG, RAD, SLENGTH, ITAN1, IT AN2
0065 1,XCENTER,RADD, CONAN6, STDSZ)
0066




0071 CHECK FOR RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE
0072
0073 IF(A3S(P-P1).Lc.EA3S)THEN


















0092 01 =F(P, NMAX, XPOS,YPOS, CD I ST, GLOBANG, RAD, SLENGTH, IT AN1













































































OBJECTIVE TO DRAW A PICTURE, ON 1 PAGE ON A LINE PRINTER USING
VARIOUS CHARACTERS, OF THE PITCHLINE CASE
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - Y
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING
IMAX - NUMBER OF ROWS FOR DRAWING PICTURE OF CASE
JMAX - " " COLUMNS "
GRAPH - CHARACTER ARRAY FOR DRAWING
CODE - " " USED FOR DRAWING PULLEYS















































SLIDER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
NUMBER OF PULLEYS
COUNTER
INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
( LOGICAL i VERTICAL LINE
C LOGICAL ) NO MOVABLE PULLEY
CHARACTER USED FOR DRAWING
( IDLER )
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
PTOR - POLAR TO RECTANGULAR CONVERSION
LINE - DRAWS LINES GIVEN ENDPOINTS
RESCALE - RESCALES LINE ENDPOINTS TO FIT ON PAPER




























































SUBROUTINE PDRAW(NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, RAD, ITAN1, ITAN2, IMAX, JMAX,
1GRAPH, CODE, IDTYPE)
REAL XPOS(NMAX), YPOS (NMAX ), RAD (NMAX ) , XMAX, XMIN, YMAX,
1YMIN, TERMX, TERMY, DELX, DELY, XI, X2, Yl, Y2,
2ITANKNMAX), ITAN2(NMAX), XPIV, YPIV, ASLID
INTEGER N, NMAX, I, J, IDNUM, IDTYPE, IMAX, JMAX
LOG I CAL VER T , NOMOV I D
CHARACTER GRAPH< IMAX, JMAX), CODECO: 9), SYMBOL
COMMON/TWO/ N, TOTAL, PITCH, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, IDNUM
COMMON/FOUR/ FIRST, NOMOV ID
COMMON/FIVE/ XSLID, YSLID, ASLID
COMMON/SIX/ XMIN, YMIN, DELX, DELY, XMAX, YMAX











DO 25 1=1, IMAX
DO 25 J=l, JMAX
GRAPH(I,J)=' '
25 ENDDO









































0141 XMAX=( JMAX-1 i+DELX+XMIN
0142 YMAX=( IMAX-1 >-*DELY+YMIN
0143




C-148 DO 200 1 = 1, N
C' 1 49
0150 IFCI. NE N1THEN





015* * DETERMINE POSITION OF PITCH SEGMENT ENDPOINTS
0157
0158 CALL PTOR ( XPOS C I), YPOSC I), RAD (I >, ITAN2CI ), XI, Yl )
0159 CALL PTOR (XPOSC J), YPOSC J), RADCJ), ITAN1 ( J), X2, Y2 >
0160
0161 * DRAW LINE BETWEEN ENDPOINTS
01o2




0167 * DRAW SLIDING OR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEY
01^8
0169 IFC. NOT. CNOMOVID) ) THEN
0170
0171 * DRAW SLIDING LINE FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
FI9
0172
0173 IFC C IDTYPE. EQ. 1). OR. C IDTYPE EQ. 3KTHEN
0174
0175 CALL PTOR (XPOS (IDNUM), YPOSCIDNUM), (2. RAD(IDNUM) ), ASLID
0176 1,X1,Y1)
0177 TERMX=ASLID+1B0.
0178 CALL PTOR CXPOSC IDNUM), YPOSCIDNUM), C2. RAD(IDNUM) ), TERMX
0179 1, X2, Y2>
0180 CALL RESCALE CXI, Yl, X2, Y2)
0181 SYMBOL='S'
0ie2 CALL LINEC IMAX, JMAX, GRAPH, SYMBOL, XI, Yl, X2, Y2)
0183
0184 * DRAW PIVOT ARM FOR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEYS
0185






0192 CALL RESCALE CXI, Yl, X2- Y2 )
0193 SYMBOL='R'







0201 * DRAW CIRCLES FOR ALL PULLEYS USING THE PULLEY NUMBER
0202














0216 WRITEC6, 400) C CGRAPHd, J), J=l, 130), 1=58, 1, -1 )





0001 * SUBROUTINE : PSDLVE
0002 *
0003 * PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSON
0004 *
0005 * DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
0006 *
0007 * OBJECTIVE : TO COORDINATE THE SOLUTION OF THE TOTAL PITCHLINE
0008 * LENGTH, IN PITCHES
0009 *
0010 * DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
0011
0012 * NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
0013 * XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
0014 * YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
0015 * RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
0016 * CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2,etc.)
0017 * GLOBANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
0018 * SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
0019 * ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
0020 * ITAN2 - OUTGOING " " " -
0021 * CONANG - ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
0022 * TOTAL - PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
0023 * PITCH - DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
0024 * RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
0025 * XPIV - PIVOT X POSITION
0026 * YPIV - PIVOT Y POSITION
0027 * ARM - DIMENSION FROM PIVOT TO MOVABLE PULLEY CENTER
0028 * N - NUMBER OF PULLEYS
0029 * I - COUNTER
0030 * IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
0031 * XCENTER - ( LOGICAL I PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
0032 *
0033 * SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
0034 *
0035 * CDANGLE - CALCULATES CENTER DISTANCES AND CENTERLINE ANGLES IN
0036 * GLOBAL COORDINATES
0037 * BLIA - CALCULATES BELT LENGTHS ( PITCHLINE SEGMENTS ) AND
0038 THE INTERCEPT ANGLES FOR EACH PULLEY
0039 * ARCCEC - ARC DECISION I DECIDES WHICH ARC, BETWEEN PULLEY
0040 * INTERCEPT POINTS, SHOULD BE ADDED TO THE TOTAL
0041 * PITCHLINE LENGTH )
0042 *





0048 SUBROUTINE PSOLVE ( NMAX, XPOS .YPOS, CD 1ST, GLOB ANG , RAD, SLENGTH,
0049 1 IT AN1, IT AN2. XCENTER, RADD,CONANG)
0050
0051 COMMON/TWO/ N, TOTAL,? ITCH,XPI V, YP IV,ARM, IDNUM
0052
005 3 REAL XPOS! NMAX ),YPOS! NMAX ), CD ISTfNMAX ), GLOBANG! NMAX ), RAD! NMAX ),
0054 1 SLENGTH (NMAX), I TANK NMAX I, IT AN2( NMAX), CONANG (NMAX), TOTAL.
0055 2RA0D(NMAX), PITCH
0056
0057 INTEGER N,NMAX, I
F2I
0058
0059 LOGICAL XCENTER! NMAX)
0060
0061 * DETERMINE CENTER DISTANCE AND ANGLE TO THE X AXIS FOR EACH PULLEY SET
0062
0063 CALL CDANGLE(N, NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CDIST, GLOBANG. IDNUM)
0064
0065 * DETERMINE THE TANGENT PITCHLINE LENGTH AND THE INTERCEPT ANGLES FOR
0066 * EACH PULLEY SET
0067
0068 CALL BL I A ( N, NM AX , R AD, GLOB ANG , SL ENGTH , IT AN 1 , IT AN2 .CD I ST, XCENTE R.
0069 1RADD. IDNUM)
0070
0071 * DETERMINE WHICH ARC. BETWEEN THE 2 INTERCEPT POI NTS, SHOULD BE
0072 * ACCOUNTED FOR FOR EACH PULLEY
0073
0074 CALL ARCCECIN, NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, RADD, ITAN1.ITAN2, CONANG, IDNUM)
0075
0076 * ADD UP TOTAL PITCH LENGTH, CONVERT IT TO NUMBER OF PITCHES
0077
0078 TOTAL=0.
0079 DO 50 1=1, N








0001 * SUBROUTINE : PTOR
0002 *
0003 * PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
0004 *
0005 * DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
0006 *
0007 * OBJECTIVE : TO CONVERT FROM POLAR TO RECTANGULAR COORDINATES
0008 *
0009 * DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
0010 *
0011 * X - X POSITION OF POINT 1
0012 * Y- Y "1
0013 * R - DISTANCE FROM POINT 1 TO POINT 2
0014 * A - ANGLE TO POINT 2 W.R.T. POINT 1
0015 * XX - X POSITION OF POINT 2
0016 * YY- Y" "2
0017 *
0018 *









0028 SUBROUTINE PTOR! X, V. R.A . XX. YY )


































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 10/9/86
OBJECTIVE : TO RESCALE A LINE, GIVEN THE ENDPOINTS, TO FIT WITHIN
THE DRAWING ARRAY FOR THE CASE OF INTEREST
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
XI - ENCPCINTS OF LINE
Yl - " r.
X2 -
Y2 -
XMIN - MINIMUM X VALUE FOR CASE
YMIN - n Y " " "
XMAX - MAXIMUM X "
YMAX - " Y " " "
TERM - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
SLOPE - SLOPE CF LINE
B - Y INTERCEPT OF LINE
VERT - LCGICAL ) VERTICAL LINE




SUBROUTINE RESCALE! XI ,Y1, X2 ,Y2)
REAL XI ,Y1,X2. Y2, XMIN, YMIN, XMAX,YMAX, TERM, SLOPE, B
LCGICAL VERT
CCMMCN/SIX/ XMIN, YMIN,DELX, DELY, XMAX, YMAX
* DETERMINE EQUATION CF LINE IF NOT A VERTICAL LINE
TERM=X1-X2






















































































































336 PIC CON REL LCL
8 PIC CON REL LCL





3 3-0OOOO00C R*4 DELY 2-00000000 R*4 SLOPE
** R*4 TERM ** L*4 VERT



































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
OBJECTIVE : TO CALCULATE THE CENTER POSITION OF THE MOVABLE PULLEY
BASED ON THE PIVOT POSITION, ARM LENGTH, AND CURRENT GUESS OF
THE ARM ANGLE, THEN CALL THE PITCHLINE LENGTH SUBROUTINE. IT
ALSO CALCULATES THE TARGET NUMBER CF PITCHES FOR SEARCHING
DESCRIPTION CF VARIABLES :
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2,etc.)
GLOBANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING " " n " "
CONANG - ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
TOTAL - PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
PITCH - DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
XPIV - PIVOT X POSITION
YPIV - PIVOT Y POSITION
ARM - DIMENSION FROM PIVOT TO MOVABLE PULLEY CENTER
A - NEWEST CALCULATED GUESS OF PIVOT ARM ANGLE
N - NUMBER OF PULLEYS
I - COUNTER
IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
STDSZ - STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
XCENTER - ( LOGICAL ) PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
FIRST - ( LOGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
NCMOVID - I LOGICAL ) NO MOVABLE PULLEY J IDLER )
MIN - USED TO FIND THE CLOSEST STANDARD SIZE TO THE FIRST
DIFF - CALCULATION OF THE PITCHLINE LENGTH
M - INDEX OF CLOSEST STANDARD SIZE
TARGPTH - TARGET NUMBER OF PITCHES FOR SEARCHING
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
PTOR - POLAR TO RECTANGULAR CONVERSION








0059 COMMON/TWO/ N, TOTAL. P ITCH. XPI V. YPIV. ARM, IDNUM
0060 CCMMON/FCUR/ F IRST, NOMOV I D
0061
0062 REAL TOTAL, M I N, C I FF, XPOS( NMAX ) , YPOS ( NMAX ) ,XP I V, YP I V .ARM ,A
0063 INTEGER S TCSZ ( NMAX ) ,TARGPTH ,M . I ,NMAX, IDNUM
0064 LOGICAL FIRST, NOMOVID
0065













C079 * DETERMINE THE TARGET NUMBER OF PITCHES THE FIRST TIME THRU THE
0C8C * ROUTINE, ONLY. THE TARGET IS THE CLOSEST INTEGER OR THE CLOSEST
0081 * INPUTTED STANDARD SIZE TO THE FIRST CALCULATION OF THE PITCHLINE








0090 DO 100 1=2, NMAX
0091 DIFF=ABS(STDSZI D-TCTAL)







0099 F IRST=. FALSE.
0100 ENDIF
0101
0102 * ROTATE IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CALCULATED NUMBER OF PITCHES

































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSON
DATE WRITTEN : 8/26/86
OBJECTIVE : TO CONVERT FROM RECTANGULAR TO POLAR COORDINATES
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
XI - X POSITION OF POINT 1
Yl - Y " " 1
X2 - X " " 2
Y2 - Y " " 2
R - RADIUS I DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS )
A - ANGLE I FROM HORIZONTAL W.R.T. POINT 1 )
SUCCESS - I LOGICAL ) SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION-
X - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
Y -
XOVERR




SUBROUTINE RTCP ( X 1 , Yl ,X2, Y2 , R , A , SUCCESS )




















































FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES REFERENCED
Type Naae Tye Name




























































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
DATE WRITTEN : 10/S/E6
OBJECTIVE : TO CRAW A PICTURE, ON THE TERMINAL SCREEN USING
VARIOUS CHARACTERS, CF THE PITCHLINE CASE
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPCS - " Y "
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING " " " " "
IMAX - NUMBER CF ROWS FOR DRAWING PICTURE OF CASE
JMAX - " " COLUMNS " .i n
GRAPH - CHARACTER ARRAY FOR DRAWING " "
CODE " " USED FOR DRAWING PULLEYS
IDTYPE - TYPE OF MOVABLE PULLEY
XMAX - MAXIMUM X VALUE FOR CASE
XMIN - MINIMUM " " "
YMAX - MAXIMUM Y " " "
YMIN MINIMUM " " " "
TERMX - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
TERMY -
CELX - X INCREMENT FOR DRAWING
DELY Y " "
XI - LINE ENDPOINTS
Yl - " "
X2 - " "
Y2 - " "
XPIV - PIVOT X POSITION
YPIV - "
ASLID - SLIOER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
N - NUMBER CF PULLEYS
I - COUNTER
J -
IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
VERT - ! LCGICAL ) VERTICAL LINE
NOMOVID - I LOGICAL ) NO MOVABLE PULLEY I IDLER )
SYMBOL - CHARACTER USED FOR DRAWING
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
PTOR - POLAR TO RECTANGULAR CONVERSION
LINE - DRAWS LINES GIVEN ENDPOINTS .
RESCALE - RESCALES LINE ENDPCINTS TO FIT ON PAPER






0060 SUBROUTINE SDRAW ( NMAX, XPOS, YPOS ,RAD , I TAN1 ITAN2 , I MAX, JMAX,
0061 1GRAPH, CODE, IDTYPE)
C062
0063 REAL XPOS(NMAX) ,YPOS(NMAX ),RAD(NMAX ), XMAX, XMIN, YMAX,
0064 1YMIN,TERMX,TERMY,DELX, DELY,XI, X2.YKY2,
006 5 2 ITANK NMAX ) , I TAN 2 1 NMAX ) , XP I V, YP I V, ASLI D
0066




0071 CHARACTER GRAPH! IMAX, JMAX ), CODE ( 0 :9) , SYMBOL
0072
0073 COMMON/TWO/ N, TOT AL ,P ITCH, XPI V, YP I V, A RM, IDNUM
0074 COMMON/FOUR/ F 1 RST, NOMOVI D
0075 COMMON/FIVE/ XSL I D , YSL I D, ASLI D
0076 CCMMCN/SIX/ XM I N, YMI N .DELX, DELY, XMAX, YMAX
C077













0091 DC 25 1=1, IMAX




0096 * DETERMINE MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS FOR THE PARTICULAR CASE
0097
0098 XMIN=XPCS(1)-RAD1 II






























0123 * SCALE THE PROBLEM TO FIT ON SCREEN
0129
0130 TERMX=( XMAX-XMIN)/7.
0131 TERMY=( YMAX-YMIN) /5.
0132









0142 YMAX= (IMAX-1 >*DEL Y+YM IN
0143












0156 * DETERMINE POSITION OF PITCH SEGMENT ENDPOINTS
0157
0153 CALL PTORIXPOS! I),YPOS! D.RACI D.ITAN21I ),X1,Y1)
0159 CALL PTORIXPDS! J),YPOS! J), RAD! J), ITANK J),X2, Y2 )
0160
0161 * DRAW LINE BETWEEN ENDPCINTS
0162




C167 * DRAW SLIDING OR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEY
0168
0169 IF! .NOT.(NOMOVID) )THEN
0170



















































IF! ! IDTYPE.EQ.D.0R.1 IDTYPE.EQ.3) )THEN








CALL LINE! I MAX, JMAX , GRAPH, SYMBOL ,X1 ,Y1 , X2 ,Y2 )








CALL LINE I IMAX, JMAX, GRAPH, SYMBOL. XI, YKX2.Y2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
* DRAW CIRCLES FOR ALL PULLEYS USING THE PULLEY NUMBER







CALL CIRCLE! IM AX , JMAX.GRAPH, CODE t J ) .XPOS ( I ). YPOS 1 1 ).RAD( I) )
300 ENDDC





OOCl * FUNCTION : SLID
0002 *
0003 * PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSCN
0004 *
0005 * DATE WRITTEN : 9/11/86
0006 *
0007 * OBJECTIVE : TO CALCULATE THE CENTER POSITION OF THE MOVABLE PULLEY
0008 * BASED ON THE INITIAL POSITION, SLIDER ANGLE, ANC CURRENT
0009 * GUESS OF THE OISTANCE FROM THE INITIAL PqSITION 1 ? OR - )
0010 * THEN CALL THE PITCHLINE LENGTH SUBROUTINE. IT
0011 * ALSO CALCULATES THE TARGET NUMBER OF PITCHES FOR SEARCHING
0C12 *
0013 * DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
0014 *
0015 * NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
0016 * XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
0017 * YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
0018 * RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
0019 * CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, etc.)
0020 * GLOBANG - ANGLE CF
PULLEY'
PAIR CENTERLINE TO. HORIZONTAL
0021 * SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
0C22 * ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
0023 * ITAN2 - OUTGCING " " " "
C024 * CONANG - ANGLE CF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
0025 * TOTAL - PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
0026 * PITCH - DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
0027 * RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
0C28 * XSLID - SLIDER STARTING X POSITION
0029 * YSLID - SLIDER STARTING Y POSITION
0030 * ASLID - SLIDER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
0031 * A - NEWEST CALCULATED GUESS OF SLIDER MOVEMENT
OC32 * N - NUM3ER CF PULLEYS
0033 * I - COUNTER
0034 * IDNUM - INDEX CF MOVABLE PULLEY
CC35 * STDSZ - STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
C036 * XCENTER - ( LOGICAL ) PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
0037 * FIRST - ( LCGICAL ) FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
0033 * NCMCVIC - I LOGICAL ) NO MOVABLE PULLEY ( IDLER )
0039 *
0040 * MIN - USED TO FIND THE CLOSEST STANDARD SIZE TO THE FIRST
0041 * DIFF - CALCULATION OF THE PITCHLINE LENGTH
0C42 * M - INDEX OF CLOSEST STANDARD SIZE
0043 * TARGPTH - TARGET NUMBER OF PITCHES FOR SEARCHING
0044 *
0045 *
0046 * SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
0047 *
0048 * PTOR - POLAR TO RECTANGULAR CONVERSION
C049 * PSOLVE - COORDINATES THE SOLUTION OF THE PITCHLINE
0050 * LENGTH CALCULATION
0051 *




























































1ITAN1, ITAN 2,XCENTER, RADD, CONANG, STDSZ)
COMMON/ TWO/ N, TOTAL, PITCH, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, I DNUM
CCMMCN/FOUR/ F I RST, NOMOVI D
COMMON/FIVE/ XSL I D , YSL I D,ASLID
REAL TDTAL, M I N,D IFF,XPOS I NMAX), YPOS INMAX), A, XSL ID, YSL ID,ASLID
INTEGER STDSZINMAX),TARGPTH,M,I,NMAX, IDNUM
LOGICAL FIRST, NOMCVID
* CALCULATE CENTER POSITION OF MOVABLE PULLEY
IF( NOMOVID)GOTC 50
CALL PTOR (XSL ID, YSL ID, A, A SLID, XPOS I IDNUM), YPOS ( IDNUM) )
50 CONTINUE
CALL FS CL VE( NMAX, XPOS,YPOS, CD I ST, GLOB ANG, RAD, SLENGTH, IT AN 1,
1ITAN2, XCENTER, RADD, CONANG)
*
1F( NCMOVIDIRETURN
* DETERMINE THE TARGET fWMBER OF PITCHES THE FIRST TIME THRU THE
* ROUTINE, ONLY. THE TARGET IS THE CLOSEST INTEGER OR THE CLOSEST
* INPUTTED STANDARD SIZE TO THE FIRST CALCULATION OF THE PITCHLINE
* NUM3ER CF PITCHES
1F(FIRST)THEN
IF( STDSZ! 1I.EC.0. )THEN
TARGPTH=INT!T0TAL*0.5)
ELSE
M I N=ABS( STDSZ ID-TOTAL)
M=l











* SLID IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CALCULATED NUMBER OF PITCHES AND



































































DATE WRITTEN : 3/12/87
OBJECTIVE : TO GENERATE THE INPUT FILE FOR THE FORTRAN TIMING BELT
DESIGN PROGRAM, OBTAINING THE INPUTS FROM A MCAUTO C. A. D.
TERMINAL. ALSO PERFORMING SOME POST-PROCESSING USING THE



















































CURRENT WCS DISPLAY MODE
CURRENT WCS CREATION MODE
MCAUTO RESPONSE VARIABLE
TYPE OF MOVABLE PULLEY
NUMBER OF PULLEYS
INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
DIMENSION TOOTH-TOOTH ALONG

















PIVOT ARM STARTING ANGLE
PITCHLINE
BACK SURFACE OF BELT
SLIDING LINE ENDPOINTS
( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
DRIVING PULLEY







TENSION IN THE LOWEST TENSION SEGMENT
SERVICE FACTOR
PULLEY DIAMETER
LINE NUMBER FOR WRITING INPUT FILE
STARTING LINE * FOR RESULT DISPLAY
FINISHING " "
"
P-LINE ENDPOINTS FOR Z AXIS CHECK
i, it
"




























MAX - MAX DEVIATION BETWEEN 2 P-LINE ENDPOINTS
ZERO - Z COORDINATE FOR ALL DRAWING
PULLEY - ARCS REPRESENTING PULLEYS
PLINE - LINES '* PITCHLINES
SLIDER - LINES " SLIDING LINE
ROTATE - LINE " PIVOT LINE
PI - POINT FOR CENTER OF NEW MOVABLE PULLEY
OLDWCS - CURRENT WORK COOR SYSTEM
TITLE - TITLE FOR IDENTIFYING RESULTS
NUM1 - USED TO WRITE 2 DIGIT INTEGER
NUM2 - " " "
NUM - " " STANDARD SIZES
LABEL - " " " INSTRUCTION FOR INPUTTING
ANS - * RESULTS ON SCREEN
XCENTR - PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE ? ( T OR F )
NUMCHR - USED TO RETRIEVE MOVABLE PULLEY NEW POSITION
PPATH - BELT INSIDE OR OUTSIDE EACH PULLEY
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED NONE
COMMENTS NONE
PROGRAM TBELT
NUMBER /OLDCLR, OLDFNT, RESP- IDTYPE, N, IDNUM, PITCH, EFFTHK, I, J, S
XPOS (10), YPOSC 10), RADC10), XC 10, 2) , YC 10, 2) , TEMP, Ml, M2, BI, B2, S
XX, YY, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, ANGLE, ASLID, STDSZC10), T(10), DRIVER, DROT, S
RPM, MINTEN, SFACT, DIA( 10), LNUM, XI, Yl, X2, Y2, STARTT, FINISH, S
XCHK(2, 2), YCHK(2, 2), CHECK, MAX, OLDDRW, OLDCSM, ZERO
ENTITY/PULLEYdO) , PLINEC 10) , SLIDER, ROTATE, PI, OLDWCS
STRING/TITLE (72), NUM1C2), NUM2(2), LABEL (20)










SS SAVE OLD DRAWING COLOR
SS SAVE OLD FONT
SS SAVE OLD WCS DISPLAY MODE
SS SAVE OLD WCS
SS SAVE OLD WCS CREATION MODE
SS NEW WCS'S ARE TEMPORARY
SS DISPLAY WCS
SS INPUT TITLE AND ADD QUOTES
A3: TEXT/ 'INPUT TITLE ', TITLE, RESP
JUMP/HLT: , HLT: , , , RESP
T I TLE=CHRSTR ( 39 ) -T I TLE+CHRSTR ( 39 )
SS DETERMINE TYPE OF MOVABLE PULLEY AND IF WIDTH CALCULATIONS REQUIRED
A5: CHOOSE/ 'MOVABLE PULLEY'- 'NO MOVABLE', 'SLIDING'. 'SLID W/WIDTH', S
'ROTATING', 'ROT W/WIDTH ', RESP











A60 : IF / IDTYPE==0, JUMP /A80 :
SS DATA FOR MOVABLE PULLEY CASES
PARAM/'ENTER DATA', '* PULLEYS ', INT, N, 'MOV PULL #',S
INT, IDNUM, 'PITCH '.PITCH, 'THICKNESS ', EFFTHK, RESP
JUMP /AS: , HLT: , A83: , RESP
SS DATA FOR NO MOVABLE PULLEY CASES
A80: PARAM/'ENTER DATA','* PULLEYS ' INT, N, 'PITCH ',S
PITCH, 'THICKNESS', EFFTHK, RESP
JUMP/A5: , HLT: , , RESP
A83: IF/IDTYPEC3, JUMP/A85:
SS DATA FOR WIDTH CALCULATIONS
PARAM/ 'WIDTH DATA', 'DRIVE PULL* ' , INT, DR IVER, S
1-CW 2-CCW', INT, DROT, 'DRIVER RPM'.RPM, S
'MINTENSION', MINTEN, 'SERV FACTR ', SFACT, RESP
JUMP/A5: .HLT: , , RESP
SS ENTITYS SELECTED CHANGE COLOR AND ARE SOLID TO VERIFY




D0/A100: , I. 1, N
J=I+ 1
IF/I==N, J=l
NUM1=ISTR<I) SS CONVERT NUMBER TO CHARACTER STRING
NUM2=ISTR(J>
SS SELECT THE ARCS REPRESENTING THE PULLEYS
A90 LABEL= 'SELECT PULLEY # -+NUM1
MASK/5 ** ARCS ONLY
IDENT/LABEL, PULLEY( I ) , RESP
JUMP/A60: , HLT: , , RESP
SS MOVE COOR. SYSTEM TO PLANE OF PULLEYS
IF/I==1, fcWCS=CSYS/PULLEY(I )
F39
SS GET PULLEY POSITION fc DIAMETER, DELETE IT, AND THEN REDRAW
SS WITH NEW COLOR AND FONT
OBTAIN/PULLEYd), XPOS(I), YPOS(I), ,RAD(I>
DELETE/PULLEYd)
PULLEY(I)=CIRCLE/CENTER, (Pl=POINT/XPOS( I ) , YPOS( I ) , ZERO),S
RADIUS, RAD( I >
DELETE/PI
SS INPUT TORQUES, IF NEEDED
IF/IDTYPEC3 OR I==DR I VER, JUMP/A95:
LABEL= 'PULLEY '+NUM1
PARAM/ 'TORQUE (IN-LB) ', LABEL, T( I ), RESP
JUMP/A90: , HLT: , , RESP
SS SELECT PITCHLINE
A95. LABEL= 'SELECT P-LINE ' +NUM 1 + ' - ' +NUM2
MASK/3 SS LINES ONLY
IDENT/LABEL, PLINE( I ) , RESP
JUMP/A90: , HLT: , , RESP
SS GET PITCHLINE ENDPOINTS, DELETE IT, AND THEN REDRAW
SS WITH NEW COLOR AND FONT
OBTAIN/PLINEd), X(I,1),Y(I,1),,X(I,2),Y(I,2)
DELETE /PLINE( I)
PL I NEC I )=LINE/XCI, 1 ), YCI, 1 ), ZERO, X(I,2),YCI,2), ZERO
A100:
SS SAVE ENDPOINTS OF A P-LINE SEGMENT THAT SHOULD NOT CHANGE
SS FOR A CHECK FOR THE Z AXIS, OF THE WCS, OUT OF SCREEN
CHECK=IDNUM+1
IF/CHECK>N, CHECK=1
OBTA IN/PL INEC CHECK), XCHKC1, 1 ), YCHKC1, 1 >, , XCHKC1, 2), YCHKC1, 2)
SS DETERMINE IF PITCHLINE CROSSES CENTERLINE BETWEEN EACH PULLEY PAIR
SS AND IF PITCHLINE IS INSIDE OR OUTSIDE EACH PULLEY ( NEEDED FOR
SS REDRAWING PULLEY SYSTEM )
XCENTR=BLSTR(21 ) SS BLANK THE STRING VARIABLE
XCENTR=BLSTR(1 )
PPATHC1 )= 'OUTSIDE'
D0/A200: , I, 1, N
J=I + 1
IF/I==N, J=l
TEMP=XPOS ( I ) -XPOS ( J )
TEMP=ABSF(TEMP)
IF/TEMP;-. 001, JUMP/A150: SS CENTERLINE IS NOT VERTICAL
SS FOR VERTICAL CENTERLINES
TEMP=X(I, 1 )-X(I, 2)
F40
TEMP=ABSF( TEMP)
I F/TEMPC. 001, JUMP /FALSE: SS BOTH P-LINE & C-LINE VERT
SS FOR NON-VERTICAL PITCHLINES, DETERMINE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT
M1 = (Y(I, 1)-Y(I,2))/(X(I, 1 >-X(I,2> >
B1= ((Y(I, 1 )X(I,2) )-(Y(I,2)X(I, 1) > >/(X(I, 2)-X(I, 1)>
SS DETERMINE IF INTERSECTION IS BETWEEN PULLEYS OR OUTSIDE
YY=M1XP0S(I )+Bl
IF/YPOS( JKYPOSd ), JUMP/A130:
IF/YY>YPOS(I> AND YY<YPOS( J) , JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
A130: IF/YY>YPOS(J> AND YY-::YPOS( I ) , JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
SS FOR CENTERLINE NOT VERTICAL DETERMINE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT
A150 Ml = (YPOSCI) -YPOS ( J) ) / ( XPOSC I >-XPOS( J) )
Bl=( (YPOS(I)*XPOS(J) )-(YPOS(J)*XPOS(I) ) ) /( XPOS( J) -XPOS ( I ) )
TEMP=X(I, 1 )-X(I, 2)
TEMP=ABSFCTEMP)
IF/TEMP:>. 001, JUMP/A170: SS PITCHLINE NOT VERTICAL
SS FOR VERTICAL PITCHLINE
SS DETERMINE IF INTERSECTION IS BETWEEN PULLEYS OR OUTSIDE
YY=M1*X(I, D+Bl
IF/YPOS(JXYPOS(I), JUMP/A160:
IF/YY>YPOS(I ) AND YY-CYPOS( J) . JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
A160 IF/YY:>YPOS(J) and yy<:yposc I ), JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
SS NEITHER PITCHLINE NOR CENTERLINE VERTICAL
A170 M2=fY(I, 1)-Y(I,2) >/(X(I, 1>-X(I,2) > SS SLOPE OF P-LINE
IF/M1==M2, JUMP /FALSE: SS P-LINE & C-LINE PARELLEL
B2=((Y(I, 1)*XCI,2))-CYCI,2)*XCI, 1 ) ) ) / C X C I , 2)-X C I , 1)>
SS DETERMINE IF INTERSECTION IS BETWEEN PULLEYS OR OUTSIDE
XX=(B1-B2)/(M2-M1)
IF/XPOSC JKXPOSC I ) , JUMP/A180:
IF/XX>XPOSCI) AND XXCXPOSC J ), JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
A180: IF/XX>XPOSCJ> AND XX<XPOSC I > , JUMP/TRUE:
JUMP /FALSE:
SS IF P-LINE CROSSES C-LINE WRITE T CTRUE)
F4I
TRUE: XCENTR=XCENTR+'T, '
SS DETERMINE IF PITCHLINE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE NEXT PULLEY
IF/PPATHCI )== 'OUTSIDE ', JUMP/A190:




SS IF P-LINE DOES NOT CROSS C-LINE WRITE F (FALSE)
FALSE XCENTR=XCENTR+ 'F, '
SS DETERMINE IF PITCHLINE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE NEXT PULLEY
IF/PPATH( I )== 'OUTSIDE ', JUMP/A195:
PPATH( 1+1 )='INSIDE'
JUMP/A200:
A195: PPATHd+ 1 ) = 'OUTSIDE'
A200:
IF/IDTYPE==0, JUMP/A300:
IF/IDTYPE==1 OR IDTYPE==3, JUMP/A250:
SS DETERMINE ROTATING PULLEY PIVOT POINT AND CALCULATE PIVOT ARM LENGTH
SS AND STARTING ARM ANGLE
MASK/ALL SS POINTS DEFINED USING ANY ENTITY TYPE
GPOS/ 'PULLEY PIVOT POINT '. XPIV, YP IV, TEMP, RESP
JUMP/A5 , HLT- , , , , RESP
XX=XPOSC IDNUMJ-XPIV








SS DETERMINE SLIDING PULLEY SLIDING LINE AND CALCULATE ANGLE
MASK/3
IDENT/ 'SELECT SLIDING LINE ', SLIDER, RESP
JUMP/A5: , HLT: . , RESP
SS GET SLIDING LINE ENDPOINTS, DELETE IT, THEN REDRAW
SS WITH NEW COLOR AND FONT
OBTAIN/SLIDER, XI, Yl, , X2, Y2
DELETE /SLIDER
SLIDER=LINE/X1, Yl, ZERO, X2, Y2, ZERO
F42
XX=X1-X2





ASL ID=ACOSF (ASL I D )
A300:
SS INPUT STANDARD SIZES (NUMBER OF PITCHES) IF MOVABLE PULLEY
IF/IDTYPE==0, JUMP/A310:
PARAM/'INPUT STD SIZES', 'SIZE #1 ', INT, STDSZ ( 1 ), S
'SIZE #2', INT, STDSZ(2), 'SIZE #3 ', INT, STDSZ (3) , S
'SIZE #4', INT, STDSZC4), 'SIZE #5 ', INT, STDSZ C 5) , S
'SIZE #6', INT, STDSZC6), 'SIZE #7 ', INT, STDSZ (7) , S
'SIZE #8', INT, STDSZ (8), 'SIZE #9', INT, STDSZ C 9 ) , S
'SIZE #10', INT,STDSZ(10), RESP
JUMP/A200: , HLT: , , RESP
A310:
SS CONVERT RADIUS TO DIAMETER
DO/A320: , I, l.N
DIACI )=2*RADCI )
A320
SS WRITE DATA FILE
FDEL/ 'PULLEY. TXT', IFERR, A330:
A330 CREATE/TXT, 1, 'PULLEY. TXT'
SS WRITE TITLE ON LINE 0
WRITE/1, LINNO, 0, TITLE




WRITE/1, LINNO, 1, NUM1, NUM2, PITCH, EFFTHK
LNUM=2
IF/IDTYPE>2. T(DRIVER)=0
ss NEXT LINES ARE THE CASE CODE, MOVABLE PULLEY INFO, THEN FIXED
SS PULLEY INFO FOR MOVABLE PULLEY CASES. FOR NO MOVABLE PULLEY








WRITE/1, LINNO, LNUM, NUM1
LNUM=LNUM+ 1
IF/IDTYPEOl, JUMP/A340




WRITE/1, LINNO, LNUM, XP0S( IDNUM), YP0S( IDNUM), ASLID, S




WRITE/1, LINNO, LNUM, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, ANGLE, DIAC IDNUM)
LNUM=LNUM+ 1
JUMP/A400'




D0/A420: , I, 1, N
A420-
IF/I==IDNUM, JUMP/A420:




D0/A470: - I, 1, N
IF/I==IDNUM, JUMP/A470.
WRITE/1, LINNO, LNUM, XPOSCI), YPOSC I), DIAC I), TCI)
LNUM=LNUM+ 1
A470:
SS WRITE DRIVING DATA IF WIDTH CALCULATION REQUIRED
A500. IF/IDTYPEC3, JUMP/A550:
NUM1 = I STRC DRIVER)
NUM2=ISTRCDR0T)
WRITE/1, LINNO. LNUM, NUM1, NUM2- RPM, MINTEN, SFACT
LNUM=LNUM+ 1
SS WRITE P-LINE CROSS C-LINE C T OR F > FOR ALL PULLEY PAIRS
A550 WRITE/1, LINNO. LNUM, XCENTR
F44
LNUM=LNUM-r- 1
SS WRITE STANDARD SIZES IF USED
IF/STDSZ(1)==0, JUMP/A600:
D0/A560: , I, 1, 10
NUM(I)=ISTR(STDSZ(I) >
A560:
WRITE/1, LINNO, LNUM, NUMd. 10)
A600:
SS SYSTEM COMMANDS FOR COMMUNICATING TO FORTRAN PROGRAM
FILE/TXT, 1, 'PULLEY TXT'
GET/ 'PULLEY. TXT ' , FROM, 'PULLEY. TXT '
FDEL/ 'PULLEY. TXT'
XRUN/PROG, 'CGMATS0N3TBELTM. EXE'. IFERR, A630:
A630 FDEL/ 'PITCH. DAT', IFERR, A640:
A640- PUT/ 'PITCH. DAT', TO, 'PITCH.DAT'
FETCH/TXT, 2, 'PITCH.DAT'
SS RESET V RESEQUENCE SCRATCH FILE CONTAINING RESULTS
RESEQ/2, START, 1, INCR, 1
RESET/2
SS CALCULATE LINE IN OUTPUT FILE WHICH CONTAINS MOVABLE PULLEY
SS NEW POSITION AND READ THAT LINE OF TEXT
IF/IDTYPE==0, JUMP/A645:
TEMP=8+ IDNUM
READ/2, LINNO, TEMP, ANS
SS EXTRACT CHARACTERS REPRESENTING X POSITION AND CONVERT TO A NUMBER
NUMCHR=SUESTR(ANS, 9, 8)
XPOSC I DNUM )=VALF(NUMCHR)
SS EXTRACT CHARACTERS REPRESENTING Y POSITION AND CONVERT TO A NUMBER
NUMCHR=SUBSTR(ANS, 24, 8)
YPOSC I DNUM )=VALF( NUMCHR)
SS DELETE OLD SYSTEM EXCEPT MOVABLE PULLEY
A645:





SS REDRAW NEW SYSTEM WITH DASHED LINES
F45
&FONT=VDASHED
D0/A655: , I, 1,N




SS DRAW PIVOT LINE
IF/IDTYPE==2 OR IDTYPE==4, ROTATE=LINE/XPOS( IDNUM) , S
YPOSCIDNUM), ZERO, XPIV, YPIV, ZERO
SS REDRAW PITCHLINE WITH DASHED LINES
D0/A710: , I, 1,N
J=I + 1
IF/J>N, J=l
IF/PPATHCI )== 'OUTSIDE', JUMP/A670:
IF/PPATH(J)=='OUTSIDE', JUMP/A660:
SS INSIDE TO INSIDE
PLINE(I)=LINE/RIGHT, TANTO, PULLEY( I ) , RIGHT, TANTO, S
PULLEY C J)
JUMP/A700:
SS INSIDE TO OUTSIDE
A660: PLINEC I >=LINE/R IGHT, TANTO, PULLEYC I >, LEFT, TANTO, S
PULLEY ( J)
JUMP/A700:
A670 IF/PPATHC J)== 'OUTSIDE', JUMP/A680:
SS OUTSIDE TO INSIDE
PLINECI )=LINE/LEFT, TANTO, PULLEYC I ), RIGHT, TANTO, S
PULLEYC J)
JUMP /A700:
SS OUTSIDE TO OUTSIDE
A680: PLINECI >=LINE/LEFT, TANTO, PULLEYC I), LEFT, TANTO, S
PULLEY(J)
SS GET NEW PITCHLINE ENDPOINTS
A700- OBTAIN/PLINEd ),X(I,1),Y(I,1),,X(I,2),Y(I,2)
A710:
SS SAVE ENDPOINTS OF A P-LINE SEGMENT THAT SHOULD NOT CHANGE
SS FOR A CHECK FOR THE Z AXIS, OF THE WCS, OUT OF SCREEN
OBTAIN/PL INEC CHECK), XCHKC2, 1), YCHKC2, 1), , XCHKC2, 2), YCHKC2, 2)
F46
SS DETERMINE IF THE ORIGINAL AND THE REDRAWN P-LINE SEGMENT THE SAME
XX=XCHK(1, 1)-XCHK(2, 1)




SS TRY SWITCHING ENDPOINTS OF 1 LINE
XX=XCHK(1, 1)
YY=YCHK(1, 1 >




SS DETERMINE MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO LINE ENDPOINTS
A712: MAX=0
D0/A713: ,1,1,2
TEMP=XCHK(1, I )-XCHK(2, I )
TEMP=ABSF( TEMP)
IF/TEMP>MAX, MAX=TEMP




SS IF MAX DIFFERENCE LESS THAN . 010 ASSUME LINE SAME AS BEFORE
SS IF LINE CHANGED, PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND STOP
IF/MAX-!.". 010 OR NO, JUMP/A714:
MESSG/ 'ROTATE WCS UNTIL Z'- 'AXIS OUT OF SCREEN'
JUMP /HLT:
A714:
SS DETERMINE HOW MUCH OF OUTPUT FILE TO DISPLAY
SS 30+3*N OUTPUT LINES FOR NO MOVABLE PULLEY CASES
FINISH=30+3*N
IF/IDTYPEOO, JUMP/A720:
CHOOSE/ 'PROGRAM RESULT DATA', 'SHOW ALL', 'LG ONLY', RESP
JUMP/, HLT: , , , , A715: , RESP
STARTT=1 SS PRINT ALL
JUMP/A795:
A715. STARTT=FINISH-10 SS PRINT LAST 10 LINES
JUMP/A795:
A720: FINISH=FINISH+7 SS ADD 7 LINES FOR MOVABLE PULLEY INFO




CHOOSE/ 'PROGRAM RESULT DATA', 'SHOW ALL', 'LG ONLY', RESP
JUMP/, HLT: , , , , A730: , RESP
STARTT=1 SS PRINT ALL
JUMP/A795:
SS PRINT LAST 10 LINES, 15 IF STANDARD SIZES USED
A730 STARTT=FINISH-10
IF/STDSZ ( 1 >O0, STARTT=STARTT-5
JUMP/A795:
A740: FINISH=FINISH+34+2*N SS ADD 34+2N FOR WIDTH OUTPUT
CHOOSE/ 'PROGRAM RESULT DATA'. 'SHOW ALL'. 'LGfcWD ONLY ', RESP
JUMP/, HLT: , , , , A750: , RESP
STARTT=1 ss PRINT ALL
JUMP/A795:
SS PRINT ABOVE 10 OR 15 LINES PLUS ALL WIDTH INFO
A750: STARTT=FINISH-44-2*N
IF/STDSZ ( 1 )O0, STARTT=STARTT-5
A795.
SS READ FORTRAN OUTPUT FILE AND DISPLAY ON GRAPHICS TERMINAL
D0/A800: , I, STARTT, FINISH
READ/2, LINNO, I, ANS
PRINT/ANS
A800
MESSG/'HIT ENTRY COMPLETE', 'THEN DISPLAY'
CHOOSE/ 'PROGRAM RESULT DATA', 'PR INT&DELETE ', S
'DELETE', RESP
JUMP /HLT: , HLT: , , , , A830: . RESP
XRUN/'PRINT PITCH.DAT' SS PRINT OUTPUT FILE
A330: XRUN/ 'DELETE PULLEY. TXTi * ' SS DELETE INPUT FILE
CHOOSE/ 'CHOOSE OPTION', 'RUN AGAIN'. 'STOP', RESP
JUMP/HLT: , HLT: , , , A3: , HLT: , RESP
HLT:




IF/MAX:-. 010, JUMP /A 11 50:
SS REDRAW LAST CASE WITH ORIGINAL COLOR AND FONT
F48
D0/A1000: , I, 1, N
DELETE/PULLEYCI)
PULLEYC I >=CIRCLE/CENTER, (Pl=POINT/XPOS( I > , YPOS( I ), ZERO),S
RADIUS, RADd)
DELETE/PI
DELETE /PL INEC I)
PLINE(I)=LINE/X(I, 1 ), Yd, 1), ZERO, X(I,2),Y(I,2), ZERO
AlOOO:
SS REDRAW SLIDER LINE
IF/IDTYPEOl AND IDTYPE03, JUMP/A1050:
DELETE /SLIDER
SLIDER=LINE/X1, Yl, ZERO, X2, Y2, ZERO
A1050:
SS REDRAW PIVOT ARM
IF/IDTYPE02 AND IDTYPE04, JUMP/A1 100:
DELETE/ROTATE



































































PROGRAMMER : OARY HATSON
DATE WRITTEN : 6/26/86
OBJECTIVE : TO PROVIDE THE INPUTTING AND OUTPUTTING FOR THE BATCH
VERSION OF THE TIMING BELT DESIGN PROGRAM




















































CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, ttc >
ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
OUTGOING " " ...
ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT
PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
DIMENSION FROM PITCHLINE TO BACK SURFACE OF BELT




DIMENSION FROM PIVOT TO MOVABLE PULLEY CENTER
SLIDER STARTING X POSITION
SLIDER STARTING V POSITION
SLIDER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
TYPE OF MOVABLE PULLEY
FUNCTION FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
FUNCTION FOR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEYS









INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
ITERATION LIMIT
STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
INDEX OF PULLEY AFTER THE MOVABLE ONE
BEFORE "
) PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
> CROSS CENTER EVEN NUMBER OF TIMES
> FIRST TINE PITCHLIftC LENGTH CALCULATED
) NO MOVABLE PULLEY ( IDLER )






TITLE FOR IDENTIFYING RESULTS
ARRAY USED FOR DRAHINO PICTURE OF CASE ON PRINTER
F50











C-vft' * PCODE -
:-'C*70 DROT -
',.'. , * DR I VER













MAXIMUM I INDEX FOR DRAWING
" J n i,
SHAFT TORQUE
BELT SEGMENT TENSION (PRELOAD. CENTRIFICAL I DRIVING)
SAfC AS F WITH TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT INCLUDED
SHAFT ROTATIONAL SPEED (REV/MIN)
BELT ALLOWABLE TENSION VS. WIDTH CURVE SLOPE
" Y INTERCEPT
LARGEST FTIM VALUE TIMES THE SERVICE FACTOR ( MAXIMUM
WORKING TENSION >
PITCH CODE
DRIVER ROTATION DIRECTION ( CW OR CCU )
PULLEY NUMBER OF DRIVING PULLEY
SERVICE FACTOR
BELT PRE-TENSION BEFORE DRIVING
PULLEY RENUMBERING ARRAY ( DRIVE ORDER )
MINIMUM BELT WIDTH (KEVLAR /F I BERGLASS )
(POLYESTER)
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
LSECANT - ROOT-SOLVING SUBROUTINE FOR LENGTH
SLID - FUNCTION CALLED FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
ROTATE - " " " ROTATING
PDAW - DRAWS PICTURE OF CASE WITH CHARACTERS




PARAMETER CNMAX= 10, IMAX*S8, JMAX = 130>
EXTERNAL SLID, ROTATE











REAL XPOSCNMAX). YPOSCNMAX), RAD(NMAX), CDISTCNMAX), GLOBANGCNMAX )
1. SLENGTH (NMAX), ITANKNMAX), ITAN2CNMAX ), CONANC(NMAX ), TOTAL
2, PITCH, EFFTHK, FACTOR, RADD(NMAX), XPIV, YPIV, ARM, AO. Al. A. EABS
3. EREL. XSLID. YSLID. ASLID, SLID. ROTATE. WKEVFIB. WPOLY. T(NMAX )
4. F(NMAX). FTIM(NMAX), RPM (NMAX ), SLOPE (2, 5), B(2, 5), FMAX, SFACT
5, PRELOAD
INTEGER N, I, J.K, IDNUM, ITMAX, STDSZ (NMAX ), AID, BID, IDTYPE
1, TOOTH (NMAX), PCODE, DROT, DRIVER, DORDER (NMAX >
LOGICAL XCENTER (NMAX), CHECK, FIRST, NOMOVID, WCALC
CHARACTER* 70 TITLE
CHARACTER GRAPH! IMAX, JMAX ), CODE(0: 9)
COMMON/ONE/ AO, Al, A, EABS. EREL. ITMAX, SUCCESS
COMMON/TWO/ N, TOTAL, PITCH, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, IDNUM
F5I
0115 COMMON/THREE/ BID, AID, EFFTHK
0116 COMMON/FOUR/ FIRST, NOMOVID
0117 COMMON/FIVE/ XSLID. YSLID, ASLID
0118 COMMON/SEVEN/FMAX, PCODE, DROT, DRIVER, SFACT, PRELOAD
0119 COMMON /EIGHT /WKEVFIB. WPOLY
0120
c'=i DATA(SL0PE<1, I), 1-1, 5>/33. 7143. 43 0857, 51.6571,63 0857.105 143/
0122 DATA(SL0PE(2, I). I-l,5>/21 0286.33. 7143,33.7143.49 2571,82 1714/
0123 DATA(Bd. I), 1-1, 5)/-l. 7143,-2 0857,-2 4571,-3. 0857,-5 1429/
014 DATA(B(2. I >, I-I.5>/-1 0286,-1.7143, -1 7143. -2. 4571,-4 1714/
0125






0132 NOMOV ID- FALSE






013* WRITE16. *) '
0140
0U1 READ(5,*> N, IDNUM, PITCH, EFFTHK
0142
3143 * CHECK FOR PRESENCE OF A MOVABLE IDLER AND DETERMINE THE INDEX OF THE
0144 * PULLEYS ON EACH SIDE OF THE MOVABLE ONE
014 5
;i4t> IFUIDNUM LT. 1 ) OR (IDNUM GT N))THEN




0151 B ID- IDNUM- 1




015* A ID- 1 DNUM* 1




01*1 * INPUT MOVABLE PULLEY TYPE ( SLIDING OR ROTATING ) AND CORRESPONDING
0162 * VARIABLES FOR EACH TYPE
01*3
0164 READ(5, *) IDTYPE
0165 IF< IDTYPE. EQ. 1> THEN
C166 READ(5,*)XSLID, YSLID, ASLID, RADdDNUM)
0167 ELSEIFCIDTYPE EQ. 2>THEN
0168 READ(5.*)XPIV, YPIV, ARM. AO, RADdDNUM)
0169 ELSEIF! IDTYPE EG. 3>THEN
0170 READ(5,*)XSLID, YSLID. ASLID. RADdDNUM >,T(IDMJM)
0171 ELSE IF (IDTYPE EQ 4) THEN
F52
0172 READ ( 5, > XPIV, YPIV, ARM, AO, RADdDNUM >,T< IDNUM)
0173 ELSE






0180 * PULLEY DATA FOR MOVABLE PULLEY ALREADY READ IN
0181
0132 IFC ( IDTYPE EQ 3) OR. (IDTYPE. EQ 4) )WCALC-. TRUE.
01S3
01 S4 IF (WCALC) THEN
0185 DO 8 I-l.N
0186 IF(I EG IDNUM)GOTO 8
0187 READ (5.*) XPOS (I ), YPOS (I ), RAD (I ), TCI )
01 88 8 ENDDO
01S9
01C READ C 5, *) DRIVER, DROT, RPM C DRIVER ) , FCN) , SFACT
0191
0192 ELSE
0193 DO 10 I-l.N
0194 IF(I. EG. IDNUH)COTO 10




01= READC5, *) CXCENTERC I ), 1 = 1, N)
0200




0205 DO 15 I-l.N
020a IF ( XCENTER (I) )THEN




0211 IF (CHECK) THEN




0216 STANDARD SIZES IS OPTIONAL
0217
02:8 READ! 5. , END-20) (STDSZ ( I ) I-l.NMAX)
0219 20 CONTINUE
0220
0221 * CONVERT DIAMETER TO RADIUS
G222




0227 FOR SLIDERS SECOND GUESS IS
05" FROM STARTING POINT
0228
F53
--29 IF ((IDTYPE EG 1 ) . OR. ( IDTYPE EQ 3) )THEN
0230
0231 Al-ACH. 05
0232 CALL LSECANT(SLID, NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CDIST, OLOBANC, RAD, SLENGTH








c''41 CALL LSECANT (ROTATE, NMAX, XPOS. YPOS, CDIST, GLOBANG, RAD, SLENGTH,






0248 75 F0RMAT(/' ')
0249
C250 * CALCULATE NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT AT EACH PULLEY, FOR SMOOTH
0251 * OUTSIDE IDLERS SET NUMBER OF TEETH TO 9999
0252
0153 FACTOR-3. 1416/(PITCH*180 )
0254
0155 DO 85 I-l.N
0256
0257 IFCRADC1 i EG RADDCI) )THEN
0258 TOOTH ( I )-INT(RADD(I )*CONANC(I )*FACTOR)
C259 ELSE





02*5 * OUTPUT DATA ABOUT EACH PULLEY
026*
02*7 WR1TEC6, 100)
02*8 100 F0RMAT(6X, 'PULLEY', 14X, 'POSITION', 14X- 'DIAMETER'. 11X,
02*9 1 'INTERCEPT ANGLE ', 20X, 'CONTACT ' )
0270
0271 WRITEC6. 110)
0272 110 FORMAT (6X, 'NUMBER', 10X, 'X', 14X, 'V.29X, 'IN', 12X, 'OUT', 11X,




0277 WRITE (6, 120X1, XPOS(I), YPOSd I, <RAD(I>*2 >, ITANK I), ITAN2(I>.
0278 ICONANGd). TOOTH(I), I-l.N)










0288 IF( (IDTYPE. EQ. 1). OR. (IDTYPE. EQ. 3))THEN
0289
0290 WRITE (6, 130)
0291 130 F0RMAT(/8X, 'MOVABLE ', 7X, 'SLIDER STARTING POSITION ', 8X, 'SLIDER',
0292 16X, 'FINAL SLIDER')
0293
0294 WRITE(6, 135)
0295 135 F0RMAT(8X, 'PULLEY'. 12X, 'X', 14X, 'Y', 12X, 'ANGLE'. 7X, '
0296 1 'MOVEMENT FROM ' )
0297
0298 WRITEC6, 140)
0299 140 F0RMAT(8X, 'NUMBER', 52X, 'START POSITION')
0300





030* 145 F0RMAT(/8X, 'MOVABLE'. 12X, 'PIVOT POSITION '. 13X, 'PIVOT ', 1 1 X.
0307 1 'FINAL')
0308
0309 WRITE (6, 150)
0310 150 F0RMAT(8X, 'PULLEY', 13X, 'X', 14X, 'Y', 12X, 'ARM', 13X, 'ARM')
0311
0312 WRITEC6, 155)
0313 155 FORMAT (BX, 'NUMBER', 40X, 'LENGTH', 10X, 'ANGLE')
0314
0315 WRITEC6, 160) IDNUM, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, A










* OUTPUT DATA ABOUT THE SPACE BETWEEN PULLEYS
0327 WRITEC6, 170)
0328 170 F0RMATC/8X, 'BELT', 8X, 'CROSS'. 14X, 'CENTER', 10X, 'BELT'
3-329 1,8X, 'GLOBAL TO')
0330
0331 WRITE(6, 180)
0332 180 F0RMAT(7X, 'SEGMENT', 6X, 'CENTER'. 12X, 'DISTANCE', 8X
0333 1, 'SEGMENT', 6X, 'LOCAL C.S. ')
0334
0335 WRITE (6, 190)
0336 190 F0RMATC19X, 'CT OR F)',27X, 'LENGTH', 9X, 'ANGLE')
0337
0338 WRITE (6, *) '
0339
0340 DO 300 1 = 1, N
034 1































































URITEC6, 250)1, J, XCENTER( I ), CDIST( I ). SLENCTH( I ),
1GLOBANG! I)




* OUTPUT DATA AND RESULTS AND STANDARD SIZES IF USED
WRITEC6, 400)PITCH
400 FORMAT(/' PITCH - ',F8.3>
WRITE(6, 410)EFFTHK
410 FORMAT(/' EFFECTIVE THICKNESS - ',F8. 3)
WRITE (6, 420) (TOTALP ITCH)
420 FORMAT(/' TOTAL PITCHLINE LENGTH - ',F10. 3)
WRITE (6, 430)TOTAL
430 FORMAT(/' NUMBER OF PITCHES - ',F10 1)
IF(STDSZ(1).NE. 0. )THEN
WRITE(6. 440)
440 FORMAT(/' STANDARD NUMBER OF PITCHES CONSIDERED' )
WRITE(6,*)'
WRITE(6,450XSTDSZ(I), I-l.NMAX)
450 FORMAT ( 5115)
ENDIF
* DRAW PULLEY SYSTEM ON ONE SHEET OF PRINTER PAPER
WRITE(6, 500)TITLE
WRITE(6,*)'
CALL PDRAW(NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, RAD, ITAN1, ITAN2, IMAX, JMAX, GRAPH,
1C0DE, IDTYPE)
DETERMINE PITCH CODE FOR WIDTH CALCULATING IF WIDTH TO BE DONE
IF (WCALC) THEN
IFUPITCH.LT 083) AND. (PITCH. GT. 079MTHEN
PCODE- 1
ELSEIF( (PITCH. LT. .201). AND. (PITCH. CT. 199)>THEN
PCODE-2
ELSEIF( (PITCH. LT. . 376). AND (PITCH. GT. 374))T>CN
PCODE-3
ELSEIF( (PITCH. LT. . 119). AND (PITCH CT. . 117MTHEN
PCODE-4
ELSEIF( (PITCH. LT. 196). AND. (PITCH. GT. 196) > THEN
PCODE-5
ELSE





O402 CALCULATE BELT WIDTH AND CREATE ASSOCIATED OUTPUT
0403
0404 WRITE(6, 50OTITLE
0405 500 FORMAT (1H1, A70)
0406 WRITE(6, 75)
0407
0408 CALL WIDTHCNMAX, RADD, SLENGTH, T, F, FTIM, RPM
0409 1, TOOTH, DORDER, SLOPE, B>
0410
0411 IFCDROT. EQ. DTHEN
0412 WRITE(6, *) 'DRIVER ROTATES CLOCKWISE'
0413 ELSE




04ie 510 FORMAT ( ' SERVICE FACTOR = ',F8. 2)
0419 WRITE (6, 75)
0420 WRITEC6, 520)
0421 520 FORMAT C ' PULLEY', 5X, 'DRIVER /'.9X, 'RPM'.9X, 'SHAFT', 8X,
0422 1 'CONTACT')
0423 WRITEC6, 530)
0424 530 FORMATC' NUMBER ',9X, 'DRIVEN ', 18X, 'TORQUES ', BX, 'TEETH')
0425 WRITEC6,*)'
042*
0427 OUTPUT RPM, TORQUES AND NUMBER OF TEETH IN MESH
0428
0429 DO 540 I-l.N
0430
0431 IFC I. EQ. DRIVER) THEN
0432 WRITE (6. 550)1. RPMCI), (TCI )*RADDCI) ), TOOTHCI)
0433 550 F0RMATC2X, 13. 7X, '**DRIVER* ', Fll. 2. F14. 3, 8X, 14
0434 ELSE
0435 WRITEC6, 560)1, RPMCI), CTC I )*RADDC I ) ), TOOTHCI)





0441 DO 570 1=1. N




WRITEC6,*)' WARNING, LESS THAN 3 TEETH ON SOME










0454 580 FORMATC BELT ',3X. 'TENSION BEFORE'. 2X, 'TENSION AFTER
0455 1 PULLEY ',3X, 'RADIAL SHAFT LOAD')
0456 WRITEC6, 590)
F57
0457 590 FORMATC ' SEGMENT ',2X, 'TOOTH-IN-MESH ',3X, 'TOOTH-IN-MESH /
C-J58 1 NUMBER ',3X, 'PRELOAD DRIVING')
0459 WRITE<6. 592)
0460 592 F0RMAT(41X, '/')
0461
0462 * OUTPUT BELT SEGMENT TENSIONS BEFORE AND AFTER TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT
04*3 AND SHAFT LOADS BOTH DUE TO PRELOAD AND WHILE DRIVING
0464
0465 IF ( DROT EQ. 1 ) THEN
0466
0467 DO 595 I-l.N
046S J-D0RDER(I)-1
0469 IF (J. LT. 1>J-N
0470 K-I-l
0471 IF(K LT. DK-N
04-2 WRITE (6, 605)D0RDER(I), J, F(I ), FTIMCI ), DORDER CI ) ,
047 3 1 (PREL0AD*SGRTC2 (1 -COSDC CONANG C DORDER C I ) >)))>, CSQRTCFCI )
04"4 2*F(I)+F(K)*F(K>-2 *F( I >*F(K)*COSDCCONAWGCDORDER CI ) ) ) ) )






0481 DO 600 1-1, N
04*2 J-DORDERCIJ+1
04*3 IFCJ CT. N) J-l
044 K-I-l
0435 IFCK. LT 1 >K-N
043* WRITEC6, 605) DORDER (I ) rj, FC I ) , FT IMC I ) , DORDER (I ),
C4S7 1(PREL0AD*SQRTC2 *C1 -COSDC CONANG C DORDER C I ) ) ) ) ) ) , (SQRTCFC I i






0494 WR I TEC 6, 620) FMAX
C-495 620 FORMATC' MAXIMUM WORKING TENSION ( LBS > - ',F10 2)
0496 WRITE(6,*)'
0497 WRITE (6, 505) PRELOAD
04 98 505 FORMATC BELT PRELOAD C LBS > - ', F8 2)
0499 WRITE(6.*>'
0500 WRITE(6,630)WKEVFIB
501 630 FORMAT ( ' KEVLAR /FIBERGLASS BELT WIDTH ( IN ) - ',F10 3)
0502 WRITE(6, *)'
0503 WRITE (6, 640)WPOLY



































































PROGRAMMER : GARY MATSON




OBJECTIVE TO PROVIDE THE INPUTTING AND OUTPUTTINC FOR THE INTER






NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XPOS - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, etc. >
GLOBANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING
CONANG - ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
TOOTH - NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT
TOTAL - PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
PITCH - DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
EFFTHK - DIMENSION FROM PITCHLINE TO BACK SURFACE OF BELT
FACTOR - CONVERSION FROM CONTACT ANGLE TO CONTACT TEETH NUMBER
RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
XPIV - PIVOT X POSITION
YPIV - PIVOT Y POSITION
ARM - DIMENSION FROM PIVOT TO MOVABLE PULLEY CENTER
XSLID - SLIDER STARTINC X POSITION
YSLID - SLIDER STARTING Y POSITION
ASLID - SLIDER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
IDTYPE - TYPE OF MOVABLE PULLEY
SLID - FUNCTION FOR SLID INC MOVABLE PULLEYS
ROTATE - FUNCTION FOR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEYS
AO - OLD GUESS OF PIVOT ARM ANOLE
Al NEW
M
A - NEWEST CALCULATED GUESS OF PIVOT ARM ANGLE
EABS - ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
EREL - RELATIVE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA




IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
ITMAX - ITERATION LIMIT
STDSZ - STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
AID - INDEX OF PULLEY AFTER THE MOVABLE ONE
BID - .... BEFORE
"
NUMSS - NUMBER OF STANDARD SIZES
XCENTER - ( LOGICAL > PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
CHECK - ( LOGICAL ) CROSS CENTER EVEN NUMBER OF TIMES
FIRST - ( LOGICAL > FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCULATED
NOMOVID - ( LOGICAL > NO MOVABLE PULLEY ( IDLER )
TITLE - TITLE FOR IDENTIFYING RESULTS
OPCODE - CODE FOR IDENTIFYING OPTIONS FOR RE-RUNNING
F59
GRAPH - ARRAY USED FOR DRAWING PICTURE OF CASE
CODE - " " "
IMAX - MAXIMUM I INDEX FOR DRAWING ON PRINTER
JMAX - " j ,
UMAX - I - ,. SCREEN
JJMAX - " J " ' .
T - SHAFT TORQUE
F - BELT SEGMENT TENSION (PRELOAD, CENTRIFICAL I DRIVING)
FTIM - SAME AS F WITH TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT INCLUDED
RPM - SHAFT ROTATIONAL SPEED (REV/MIN)
SLOPE - BELT ALLOWABLE TENSION VS WIDTH CURVE SLOPE
8 " -.. y INTERCEPT
FMAX - LARGEST FTIM VALUE TIMES THE SERVICE FACTOR ( MAXIMUM
WORKING TENSION )
PCODE - PITCH CODE
DROT - DRIVER ROTATION DIRECTION ( CW OR CCW )
DRIVER - PULLEY NUMBER OF DRIVING PULLEY
SFACT - SERVICE FACTOR
FRELOAD - BELT PRE-TENSION BEFORE DRIVING
DORDER - PULLEY RENUMBERING ARRAY ( DRIVE ORDER )
WKEVFIB -, MINIMUM BELT WIDTH (KEVLAR /F I BERGLASS )
WPOLY - " " " (POLYESTER)
i'.BPOUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED :
LSECANT - ROOT-SOLVING SUBROUTINE FOR LENGTH
SLID - FUNCTION CALLED FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
ROTATE - " " " ROTATING
'-OS7 * PDRAW - DRAWS PICTURE OF CASE ON PRINTER
:0 55 -* SDRAW - " " " " " SCREEN









:0=3 PARAMETER (NMAX-10, IMAX-58, JMAX-130, IIMAX-24. JJHAX-68)
009 9
0:00 EXTERNAL SLID, ROTATE
01 01
0102 REAL XPOS 'NMAX) , YPOS ( NMAX ). RAD (NMAX ). CDI5T( NMAX ) , GLOBANG (NMAX )
05 03 1. SLENGTH C NMAX), ITANKNMAX), ITAN2CNMAX ), CONANGCNMAX ), TOTAL
-104 2, PITCH, EFFTHK, FACTOR, RADD(NMAX ) , XPIV, YPIV, ARM- AO, Al, A, EABS
0105 3, EREL, XSLID, YSLID, ASLID, SLID, ROTATE, WKEVFIB, WPOLY, T(NMAX )
-*10* 4, F(NMAX), FTIM (NMAX), RPM(NMAX), SLOPE (2. 5), B(2. 5) , FMAX, SFACT
0107 5, PRELOAD
0108
0109 INTEGER N, I, J, K, IDNUM. ITMAX, STDSZ(NHAX >, AID. BID. NUMSS, IDTYPE,
0510 10PC0DE. TOOTH(NMAX), PCODE. DROT, DRIVER, DORDERCNMAX)
Dili

































0115 CHARACTER GRAPH ( IMAX, JMAX ), C0DE(0 9)
0116
CU7 COMMON/ONE/ A0.A1, A, EABS, EREL, ITMAX, SUCCESS
0113 COMMON/TWO/ N, TOTAL- PITCH, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, IDNUM
0119 COMMON/THREE/ BID- AID, EFFTHK
C120 COMMON/FOUR/ FIRST, NOMOVID
0121 COMMON/FIVE/ XSLID, YSLID, ASLID
0122 COMMON/SEVEN/ FMAX, PCODE. DROT, DRIVER, SFACT, PRELOAD
Oi23 COMMON/EIOHT/UKEVFIB, WPOLY
:i24
0125 0PEN(UNIT-6, FILE- 'PITCH ', STATUS- 'NEW ' )
012*
0;" DATA(SL0PEC1, I ), I-l, 5)/33 7143,43 0857,51 6571, 63 0857, 105 143/
M23 DATA(SL0PE(2, I ), I-l, 5)/21 0286,33.7143.33.7143,49 2571,82 1714/
::Z- DATA(BC1, I ), I-l, 5)/-l. 7143,-2 0857,-2 4571 , -3 0857, -5 1429/



















"* ** * 7




M52 TYPE *, ' TITLE FOR PRINTED RESULTS (** IN SINGLE QUOTES * )
0153 ACCEPT *, TITLE
0154 WRITEC6, *)TITLE
IFCOPCODE EQ DGOTO 12




' =9 * STATE THE RULES FOR ORDERING THE PULLEYS
01*-: WRITEC6.*)'
::*; type 75
:.3 TYPE *. ' NUMBER THE PULLEYS CONSECUTIVELY AROUND THE PITCHLINE
11*3 1( CLOCKWISE )
'
0-l64 TYPE *. ' STARTING WITH AN
"INSIDE" PULLEY ( A PULLEY INSIDE THE




;167 TYPE *, ' ***? SOME NUMBERS REQUIRE DECIMAL POINTS ??
'
0168






0174 4 FORMAT! ' TOTAL NUMBER OF PULLEYS (NO DECIMAL)? ',)
0175 ACCEPT *,N
0176 TYPE 6
0177 6 FORMAT ( ' PULLEY NUMBER OF MOVABLE PULLEY C OPTIONAL 3 ( NO
0178 1DECIMAL )? ',)
0i"9 ACCEPT , IDNUM
0130 TYPE 8
0181 3 FORMAT! ' PITCH C 2, 080, tte. J ( DECIMAL REQD )? ',)
0132 ACCEPT *, PITCH
0133
C1S4 * PROVIDE TABLE AND INPUT BACKTHK
01S5
0136 TYPE 75
0137 TYPE *. ' ** FOR SINGLE SIDED TIMING BELTS WITH SMOOTH OUTSIDE










Cl9 10 FORMATC ' EFFECTIVE THICKNESS ( DECIMAL REQD )? '.S>














TYPE *. ' '
TYPE *, ' PITCH EFFECTIVE THICKNESS
TYPE *, ' 080 017'
TYPE *, ' 1/5 030'
TYPE *, ' 3/8 040'
TYPE *, ' 3mm 032'
TYPE *, ' 5mm 037'
TYPE *. ' '
TYPE 10
IM I
* CHECK FOR PRESENCE OF A MOVABLE IDLER AND DETERMINE THE INDEX OF THE
* PULLEYS ON EACH SIDE OF THE MOVABLE ONE













825 TYPE , ' *** FOR THE MOVABLE PULLEY ***
'
0226 TYPE , '




-22 15 FORMAT( ' ROTATING TYPE ( 2 ) ( NO DECIMAL >"' ')
:*230 ACCEPT , IDTYPE
0231 TYPE , '
0232
0233 * INPUT DATA FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
0234
0235 IF( IDTYPE EQ 1) THEN
:236
."237 TYPE 20
:Z3S 20 FORMAT( ' SLIDING PULLEY STARTING X POSITION ( DECIMAL REQD )
0239 i ',)
;240 ACCEPT *, XSLID
C241 TYPE 22
"-^ Z2 FORMATC ' SLIDING PULLEY STARTING Y POSITION ( DECIMAL REQD )
:-243 i ',%)
M-4 ACCEPT *, YSLID
C-r 4 5 TVPE 24
."2-* 24 FORMATC SLIDING ANGLE < TO HORIZONTAL ) C DECIMAL REQD '? '.
:z-~
is)
IZ-5 ACCEPT *, ASLID
0249 TYPE 38
:Z50 ACCEPT *, RADdDNUM!
025!
2 ELSE IFC IDTYPE EQ 2) THEN
4 * INPUT DATA FOR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEYS
:?* TYPE 30
:5~
30 FORMATC ' X POSITION OF PIVOT (DECIMAL REQD) 7 ',*)
5 ACCEFT *, XPIV
!27- TYPE 32
:r_: 32 format c ' y position of pivot ^decimal reqd)? -,)
12*1 accept , YFIV
:ZzZ TYPE 34
:-2*3 34 FORMATC ' PIVOT TO PULLEY CENTER LENGTH (DECIMAL REQD)? '.S>
:r=4 ACCEPT . ARM
:Z*5 TYPE *- 'INITIAL GUESS OF PIVOT ARM ANGLE ( DECIMAL REQD ) '
02=* TYPE 36
:;
36 FORMATC ' ( FROM HORIZONTAL THRU PIVOT )? '.S>
02-. 3 ACCEPT *, AO
12*9 TYPE 38
:2"0 33 FORMAT( ' MOVABLE PULLEY DIAMETER (DECIMAL REQD)'? '.S)
!271 ACCEPT *,RADC IDNUM)
C272
CZ7 3 ELSE














02S8 IF (OPCODE EQ 1 ) GOTO 62
C239




C'2ir4 TYPE *. ' **** FOR THE STATIONARY PULLEYS *** '
0295
0296 DO 50 I-l.N
0297
0293 * PULLEY DATA FOR MOVABLE PULLEY ALREADY READ IN
0199 IF< i eq IDNUM)GOTO 50
0300
0301 TYPE 75
0302 TYPE *. ' PULLEY ', I
0303 TYPE *. '
0304 TYPE 44
-205 44 FORMAT( X POSITION ( DECIMAL REQD )"> ',)
0306 ACCEPT . XPOS ( I )
0307 TYPE 46
Z" 46 FORMATC ' Y POSITION ( DECIMAL REQD )? ',>
0309 ACCEFT .YPOS' I)
0310 TYPE 48
0311 48 FORMATC ' PITCH DIAMETER ( DECIMAL REQD )? '.>
0312 ACCEPT *. RADCI )
0313 50 ENDDO
0314
0315 * INP'v'T DATA FOR DETERMINING WHICH FULLtYS ARE INSIDE
Oils * AND WHICH ARE OUTSIDE THE PITCHLINE
0313 TYPE 75
0319 TYPE 75
-320 TYPE *, ' DOES THE PITCHLINE CROSS THE CENTERLINE (T OR F)
0321 DO 55 I-l. N





0 32" TYPE 53. I, J




* PITCHLINE HAS TO CROSS CENTERLINE AN EVEN NUMBER OF TIMES
0334 CHECK- FALSE
0325
022* DO 60 I-l.N
0237 IF(XCENTERd) )THEN




0342 IF (CHECK) THEN
F64
02*3 WRITE(6, *)' CROSS CENTERLINE EVEN NUMBER OF TIMES '
;f4f TYpE *<









IF (NOMOVID) GOTO 67
0254 TYPE 75
0255 TYPE 75
:Z'i' TvpE * ' pROM 0 TO 10 STANDARD SIZES ( * PITCHES ) CAN BE
1257 1C0NS1DERED '
OOvS TYPE *, ' ( 103, 105, 107, etc. ) C OPTIONAL 3 C NO DECIMAL > '
035= TYPE 65
'--'- -5 FORMATC ' NUMBER OF SIZES TO BE CONSIDERED ( NO DECIMAL )- '.
02c 1 )S>
02*2 ACCEPT *,NUMSS
02*2 IFCNUMSS EQ OiGOTO 67
= :1 TYPE *. ' TYPE SIZES, SEPARATED BY COMMAS '
02c5 ACCEPT *. (STDSZd ). I-l, NUMSS)
02*t *7 CONTINUE
:2*3 CONVERT DIAMETER TO RADIUS
Z2z= DONE ALREADY ELSEWHERE FOR RE-RUNNING
-2": IF; (OPCODE EG 1 i OR (OPCODE EQ 2>>C0T0 72
3 "2 DO 70 1 = 1 . N




> FOR SLIDERS SECOND GUESS IS 05" FROM STARTING POINT
02-= 72 CCNTINUE
023"
"38: 1F( IDTYPE EQ 1 > THEN
0 232 A1-A0+ 05
0233 CALL LSECANTCSLID. NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, CD13T, GLOBANG. RAD, SLENGTH
0234 1, ITAN1, ITAN2, XCENTER. RADD. CONANG. STDSZ )
0 235
."23* ELSE
~.Zl=. * FOR ROTATING PULLEYS SECOND GUESS IS 1 DEGREE FROM STARTING ANCLE
0 23 =
:2=0 Al-AO+1
039: CALL LSECANTC ROTATE. NMAX, XPOS. YPOS, CDIST. GLOBANG. RAD.
































































* CALCULATE NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT AT EACH PULLEY, IF SMOOTH
* OUTSIDE IDLER NUMBER OF TEETH SET TO 9999
FACTOR-3 1416/(PITCH*180. )
DO 85 I-l.N
IF(RADdi EQ RADDCI) )THEN





* OUTPUT DATA ABOUT EACH PULLEY
100 'DIAMETER'. 1 IX.
WRITEC6. 100)
F0RMAT;2X, 'PULLEY, 14X, 'POSI TION ' - 14X,
1 'INTERCEPT ANCLE', 20X, 'CONTACT')
WPITEC6, 105)
FORMAT <2X, 'NUMBER '. 10, 'X',14X, 'Y ', 29X, IN'. 12X, 'OUT', 11X,
1 'ANGLE', 10X, TEETH')
POSITION'. 14X, DIAMETER')
X '. 14X. 'Y' )
105
TYPE 110
110 F0RMATC2X, PULLEY'. 14X,
TYPE 115
115 F0RMATC2X -NUMBER ' 10X,
TYPE *. '
WRITE (6, *) '
TYPE 118. CI, XPOSCI ). YPOSCI), (RAD(I)*2 >, I-l.N)
118 FORMATOX, I3.3F15 4)
WRITEC6, 120) CI, XPOSCI), YPOSCI ), (RADC1)*2 ), ITAN1CI), ITAN2CI ),
1C0NANCC I ), TOOTHCI ), I-l. N)
120 FORMATOX. 13, IX, 6F15 4, 9X. 15)
TYPE 75
TYPE 125
125 F0PMATC2X, 'PULLEY'. 10X, 'INTERCEPT ANCLE', 20X, 'CONTACT')
TYPE 128
128 FORMAT(2X. 'NUMBER ', 10X, 'IN',12X, 'OUT'.UX, 'ANGLE', 10X, 'TEETH')
TYPE *, '
TYPE 129, (I, ITANl(I), ITAN2( I ) , CONANCCI ) . TOOTH( I ) .I-l.N)


















* OUTPUT DATA ABOUT MOVABLE PULLEY IF PRESENT
IF(NOMOVID)GOTO 1*5
IF (IDTYPE EQ. 1/THEN
TYPE 130
WPITE(6, 130)
130 FORMAT! /2X, -MOVABLE




1 'MOVEMENT FROM' i
7X, 'SLIDER STARTING POSITION '. 8X, 'SLIDER
12X. 'X'. 14X, 'Y'. :2X, 'ANGLE', 7X,
TYPE 140
WPITEC6, 140)
140 F0RMAT.2X. NUMBER 52X, START POSITION')
TYPE 160. IDNUM, XSLID. YSLID. ASLID, A
WRITE'6, loO) IDNUM. XSLID, YSLID, ASLID, A
ELSE
r3 TYPE 145
:* WR1TEC6, 145 j
-? 145 FORMAT (/2X, MOVABLE
:* 1 'FINAL' )























FORMAT <2X, PULLEr 13X, 14X, 'Y\ 12X, ARM'. 13X, 'ARM' )
TYPE 155
WRITE'6, 155)
F0RMATC2X, 'NUMBER '. 40X, 'LENGTH ', IOX. 'ANGLE')
TYPE 160, IDNUM, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, A
WRITEC6, 160) IDNUM, XPIV. YPIV, ARM, A











F0RMATC/2X, 'PULLEY', 7X, 'CROSS '- 9X, 'CENTER '. 9X, 'PITCH'
F67




0518 180 F0RMATC2X. 'SEGMENT ',*X, 'CENTER '-7X, 'DISTANCE', BX




0523 190 FORMATC 14X, 'CT OR F)',22X, 'LENGTH ', 1 OX, 'HORZ ' )
0524
0525 TYPE *, '
052o WRITEC6, *) '
C527
:?2S DO 300 I-l.N
0529 IFd NE NiTHEN







053t TYPE 250. 1. J, XCENTERCI ),CDIST(I>, SLENGTHCI ) , GL03ANCC I )
0537 WRITE'6, 250) I, J, XCENTER i I ). CDISTCI), SLENGTH ( I ),
0533 1 GLOBANG (I)






0545 WRITE (*, 7=i
054* WRITE' 6,75)
0547
C548 OUTPUT DATA AND RESULTS AND STANDARD SIZES IF USED
0549
0550 TYPE 400, PITCH
0551 URITE'6. 400 )P ITCH
0552 400 FORMATC' PITCH - ',FB 3)
0553 TYPE 410. EFFTHK
0554 WRITEC6, 410)EFFTHK
0555 410 FORMATC EFFECTIVE THICKNESS =
'
, F8 3)
055* TYPE 420, ( TOTAL*P ITCH)
0557 WRITEC6, 420) C TOTAL*P ITCH)
0553 420 FORMATC/' TOTAL PITCHLINE LENGTH - ',F10 3)
0559 TYPE 430- TOTAL
0560 WRITE (6. 430 ITOTAL
0561 430
FORMATC/' NUMBER OF PITCHES - '.F10. 1)
05*2
0563 IF(STDSZCl) NE 0 >THEN
0564 TYPE 440
0565 WRITE(6, 440)
05*6 440 FORMATC STANDARD NUMBER OF PITCHES CONSIDERED
' )
0567 TYPE *, '
0568 WRITE(6,
*)'
0969 TYPE 450, (STDSZ(I). I-l, NMAX)



























































490 FORMAT ( 5112)
ENDIF








CALL PDRAW(NMAX, XPOS, YPOS, RAD, ITAN1, ITAN2, IMAX, JMAX, GRAPH, CODE,
1 IDTYPE)


























AVAILABLE OPTIONS FOR CONTINUING
1 - CHANGE THE MOVABLE PULLEY '
2 - CHANGE THE STANDARD SIZE '
3 - ALL NEW CASE '
4 - CALCULATE MINIMUM TIMINC BELT WIDTH
5 - STOP '
OPTION CODE ( NO DECIMAL )? '.S>
IF (OPCODE EQ DTHEN
TYPE *, ' INPUT STATIONARY PULLEY DATA FOR THE OLD MOVABLE
1PULLEY '
TYPE *, ' AND INPUT THE NEW MOVABLE PULLEY DATA '
TYPE *, '
IF (NOMOVID)GOTO 550




C62S ACCEPT *, XPOS( IDNUM)
0*29 TYPE 46
0630 ACCEPT *, YPOS( IDNUM)
C631 TYPE 48
0*32 ACCEPT *. RADC IDNUM)
0*33
0*34 * CONVERT DIAMETER TO RADIUS
0*35






0*42 ACCEPT *, IDNUM
:=43 GOTO 1
2*44
."' * E ~
0*54
0*57
ELSE JFiOPCODE EQ 2>THEN
0*4 5
"*47 TYPE *, ' INPUT NEW PITCH AND STANDARD SIZES
0*48 T^PE *,
0*4= TYPE 8
:*5 1- ACCEPT *, PITCH
to*: goto 2
ELSE IF'OPCODE EQ 3>THEN
TYPE *, ' INPUT ALL DATA FOR NEW CASE '
GOTO 1
C*5S ELSE :f.2P"ode EQ 4;ThN
0659
"*= TYPE *, INPUT REQD DATA FOR WIDTH CALCULATIONS '
"id TYPE oOO
".c=2 *00 FORMATC/' DRIVER PULLEY NUMBER ( NO DECIMAL )? '.>
7**3 ACCEPT *. DRIVER
:**4 TYPE 610
0**5 610 FORMATC- DRIVER ROTATION < 1-CW, 2-CCW > ( NO DECIMAL )' '
0666 1 . S )
:*i7 ACCEPT *. DROT
C6iS TYPE 620
:**= *20 FORMAT ( ' DRIVER RPM ( DECIMAL REQD )~> ', S)
:*-C ACCEPT *, RFMCDRIVER)
.;*71 TYPE 630
:=-2 630 FORMAT(' MINIMUM BELT TENSION < LBS } ( DECIMAL REQD )? '.S>
Oi-3 ACCEPT *, F(N)
:t74 TYPE 640
:*-5 640 FORMAT i
' SERVICE FACTOR ( DECIMAL REQD >? .>
0*7* ACCEPT *, SFACT
CtV TYPE 75
;*-= TYPE *, 'SHAFT TORQUES < IN-LBS > ( DECIMAL REQD ) '
T6',9 TYPE *. '
OfcEO
C*Sl
l DO 670 I-l.N
;*S2 IF(I EG DRIVER )COTO 670
.:*33 TYPE 660. I
"*34 660 FORMATC PULLEY
'.14,' TORQUE ( IN-LB >? '.)
F70





1-690 * DETERMINE PITCH CODE FOR WIDTH CALCULATING IF WIDTH TO BE DONE
:-*9i
:r.i-2 IFC (PITCH LT 083) AND (PITCH. GT. 079))THEN
Ca=3 PCODE-l
:* = 4 ELSE1FC CPITCH LT 201 >. AND (PITCH.CT. 199))THEN
0c=5 PCODE-2
I*--* ELSEIF; (PITCH LT 376) AND (P ITCH. GT. . 374) )THEN
I:."
F20DE-3
:n =3 Ei_SE,'F( iFITCH LT 119) AND ( PITCH CT 117))THEN
:*== PC2DE-4
:-;- ELSEIF' (PITCH LT 198) AND. (PITCH GT 196))THEN
FCODE-5
:-:i else
.-:-. WRITE<6,*> BELT STRENGTH DATA FOR THIS PITCH UNKNOWN









CALL WIETh'NKA/. FADD, SLENGTH, T, F, FTIM, RPM
1 TOOTH. TCRDER SL3FE-S)
IF i DROT EO 1 )THN
WRITE'*. DRIVER ROTATES
CLOCKWISE'
TYPE . - DRIVER ROTATES
CLOCKWISE'
ELSE
WRITE-6,*)' DRIVER ROTATES COUNTERCLOCKWISE'
TYPE *. DRIVER ROTATES
COUNTERCLOCKWISE'
ENDIF
























?A_ * {J'rp'-JT RPM- TORQUES AND NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT
0?-4 DO 740 I-l.N
0745
::r-'* IFd EQ DRIVER )THEN
i'"47 WRITE (6. 750) I, RPM (I ) , (T( I )*RADD( I ) ), TOOTH ( I >
v-'*b TYPE 750, I.RPMd), (T(I)*RADD(I)).TOOTH(I)
750 F0RMATC2X, 13. 7X, '**DRIVER**',F11. 2.F14 3, 8X.I4)
ELSE
C"r! WRITE (6. 760)I,RPM(I), (T( I )*RADD( I ) ), TODTH(I)
'-"-2 TYPE ?60, I.RPMd), (T(I)*RADD(I)).TOOTH(I>
'"'-' 7*>0 F0RMATC2X, 13, 9X, 'DRIVEN ', 2X, Fl 1. 2. F14. 3, 8X, 14)
:-"54 ENDIF
C>~55
0"r = 740 ENDDO
" = 3 DO 770 1-1. N
O"-,-
IFiTOOTHCI ). LT. 3 ) THEN
-~tZ
WRITEC6,*)'
O7 i". TYPE *. '
-"-- WRITEC6,*)' WARNING, LESS THAN 3 TEETH ON SOME
0-=3 1PULLEYS ' ' ' '
-'** TYPE *, ' WARNING, LESS THAN 3 TEETH ON SOME









:~5 WRITE. 6. 730)
:
c TYPE 780
'-""" "20 FORMATC' PULLEY '.3X, 'TENSION BEFORE', 2X, 'TENSION AFTER /
-""2 1 PULLEY ',3X, 'PADIAL SHAFT LOAD')
0""7 WRITE '6, 790)
073-: TYPE 790
:-*: 790 FORMATC' SEGMENT -,2X, 'TOOTH- IH-MESH',3X, 'TOOTH-IN-MESH /
'T*--
1 NUMBER '. 3X. 'PRELOAD DRIVING')
C-33 WRITEC6. 792)
0754 TYPE 792
C7S, 792 F0RMATC41X, '/ ')
Cr3*
:--37 * OUTPUT BELT SEGMENT TENSIONS BEFORE AND AFTER TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT
= *? . and SHAFT LOADS BOTH DUE TO PRELOAD AND WHILE DRIVING
;--0 IFCDROT EQ DTHEN
C7=r DO 795 I-l.N
07=3 J-D0RDER(I)-1
:V94 IFC J. LT 1)J-N
0795 ,t- K-I-l
0796 IF(K. LT. 1 >K-N
0-97 WRITE (6, 805 ) DORDER ( I > , J, F( I ) , FTIM( I ) , DORDER ( I ),
0~98 1(PREL0AD*SQRT(2. (1 -COSD( CONANG ( DORDER ( I > ) >> > ), CSORTCFCI)
F72
: "99 2*F(I)+F(K)*F(K)-2. F(I)*F(K>*COSD(CONANC(DORDERCI))> )>
:300 TYPE 805, DORDER < I ) , J, F( L) , FTIM( I ) , DORDER( I ) .
.301 1<PREL0AD*SQRT(2. *(1. -COSD( CONANG (DORDER ( I ) ) >))). (SGRT(Fd)
0302 2*F( I >-r-F(K>*F(K>-2 *F( I >*F(K )C0SDC CONANG CDORDER ( I > ) ) ) )










0312 IF(K. LT 1 )K-N
,314 WRITEC6, 805 > DORDER C I ) , J, FC I ) , FTIMC I ) , DORDER ( I ),
OS:
= l'PREL0AD*SQRT(2 *(1 -COSD ( CONANG ( DORDER ( I > ))>>), (SQRT(F(I )
03 Ir 2F(I )F(K)*FCK)-2 *F(I )*F (K)*COSD(CONANG( DORDER ( I ) > > ) )
CEI7 TYPE 805, DORDER (I ) , J, F( I ) , FTIM( I ) , DORDER ( I ) ,
.2: * 1 (PREL0AD*SQRT(2. ( 1. -COSD ( CONANG ( DORDER ( I )))))>, (SQRT(F(1 )







".325 WRITE C6, 75)
032* TYPE 75
0327 WR1 TEC 6, 820) FMAX
0328 TYPE 820, FMAX
0829 320 FORMATC' MAXIMUM WORKING TENSION C LBS ) - ',F10. 2)
:S20
WRITEC6.*)'
C321 TYPE *, ' '
1=22 WP I TEC 6, 700) PRELOAD
0 5 33 TYPE 700, PRELOAD
0 524 700 FORMATC' BELT PRELOAD < LBS > - ' , FB 2 )
Z325 WRITEC6,*)'
0S2e TYPE *, '
;327 WRITE (6, 830>WKEVFIB
CS35 TYPE B30.WKEVFIB
0529 830 FORMATC' KEVLAR /FIBERGLASS BELT WIDTH ( IN ) - ',F10 3)
2340
WRITE(6,*)'
0*4 1 TYPE *, '
C342 WRITE (6, 840)WPOLY
;S-3 TYPE 840, WPOLY
0244 340 FORMAT ( ' POLYESTER MINIMUM BELT WIDTH ( IN ) - ',F10 3)
Z345 WRITE(6,75)


























9547 PIC CON REL LCL
4057 PIC CON REL LCL
9184 PIC CON REL LCL
28 PIC OVR REL GBL
28 PIC OVR REL GBL
12 PIC OVR REL CBL
8 PIC OVR REL GBL
12 PIC OVR REL CBL
24 PIC OVR REL GBL
8 PIC OVR REL GBL





OOOC08 = *4 A
00:01 4 s-a ARM




: 02OE4 1*4 NUMSS
::-:oi4 R4 PRELOAD
o:;co4 R*4 TOTAL










9- OOOOOOOO P*4 WKEVFIB
4-00000010 R*4 YPIV
-:crss Typ* Nmr



































00 1 9 *
0020
: 02 1 *
C C 22 *
0023 *
0024






? PROGRAM : TBELTM
PROGRAMMER GARY HATSON
C 034
DATE WRITTEN : 3/16/87
OBJECTIVE
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
TO PROVIDE THE INPUTTING AND OUTPUTTING FOR THE MCAUTO
VERSION OF THE TIMING BELT DESIGN PROGRAM






















NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
XP05 - PULLEY X POSITION
YPOS - PULLEY Y POSITION
RAD - PULLEY RADIUS
CDIST - CENTER DISTANCE BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS (1-2, stc )
GLOBANG - ANGLE OF PULLEY PAIR CENTERLINE TO HORIZONTAL
SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY PAIRS
ITAN1 - INCOMING INTERCEPT TANGENT ANGLE ON PULLEY
ITAN2 - OUTGOING " " "
CONANG - ANGLE OF PITCHLINE CONTACT TO PULLEY
TOOTH - NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT
TOTAL - PITCHLINE LENGTH IN PITCHES
PITCH - DIMENSION BETWEEN TEETH ALONG PITCHLINE
EFFTHK - DIMENSION FROM PITCHLINE TO BACK SURFACE OF BELT
FACTOR - CONVERSION FROM CONTACT ANGLE TO CONTACT TEETH NUMBER
RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
XPIV - PIVOT X POSITION
YPIV - PIVOT Y POSITION
ARM - DIMENSION FROM PIVOT TO MOVABLE PULLEY CENTER
XSLID - SLIDER STARTING X POSITION
YSLID - SLIDER STARTING Y POSITION
ASLID - SLIDER ANGLE TO HORIZONTAL
IDTYPE - TYPE OF MOVAELE PULLEY
SLID - FUNCTION FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
ROTATE - FUNCTION FOR ROTATING MOVABLE PULLEYS
AO - OLD GUESS OF PIVOT ARM ANGLE, OR SLIDER DISTANCE
Al - NEW "
..-..
A - NEWEST CALCULATED GUE5S
EABS - ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
EREL - RELATIVE CONVERGENCE CRITERIA




IDNUM - INDEX OF MOVABLE PULLEY
ITMAX - ITERATION LIMIT
STDSZ - STANDARD SIZES ( NUMBER OF PITCHES )
AID - INDEX OF PULLEY AFTER THE MOVABLE ONE
BID - " " BEFORE
"
XCENTER - C LOGICAL > PITCHLINE CROSS CENTERLINE
CHECK - ( LOGICAL ) CROSS CENTER EVEN NUMBER OF TIMES
FIRST - ( LOCICAL > FIRST TIME PITCHLINE LENGTH CALCW.ATED
NOMOVID - ( LOGICAL > NO MOVABLE PULLEY ( IDLER >
WCALC - ( LOGICAL ) WIDTH CALCULATION TO BE DONE
TITLE - TITLE FOR IDENTIFYING RESULTS






00*2 * F -
CO*3 FTIM -
00* * RPM -
00*5 SLOPE -
0066 * B -
* FMAX -
00*8
OO** * PCODE -
00-70 DROT -
'- '- 1 DRIVER
0072 * SFACT -
CO"
3 PRELOAD
'm 0 74 * DORDER
CO 7 f * WKEVFIB
:"6 WPOLY -
MAXIMUM I INDEX FOR DRAWING
" J " M .
SHAFT TOROUE
BELT SEGMENT TENSION (PRELOAD, CENTRIFICAL l> DRIVING)
SAME AS F WITH TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT INCLUDED
SHAFT ROTATIONAL SPEED (REV/MIN)
BELT ALLOWABLE TENSION VS. WIDTH CURVE SLOPE
Y INTERCEPT
LARGEST FTIM VALUE TIMES THE SERVICE FACTOR ( MAXIMUM
WORKING TENSION )
PITCH CODE
DRIVER ROTATION DIRECTION ( CW OR CCW >
PULLEY NUMBER OF DRIVING PULLEY
SERVICE FACTOR
BELT PRE-TENS10N BEFORE DRIVING
PULLEY RENUMBERING ARRAY ( DRIVE ORDER >




- SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED
-51 * LSECANT
52 * SLID -
53 # ROTATE
54 * PDRAW -







ROOT-SOLVING SUBROUTINE FOR LENGTH
FUNCTION CALLED FOR SLIDING MOVABLE PULLEYS
ROTATING
DRAWS PICTURE OF CASE WITH CHARACTERS





















PARAMETER (NMAX-10. IMAX-S8, JMAX-130)
EXTERNAL SLID, ROTATE
REAL XPOSCNMAX), YPOS (NMAX >, RAD (NMAX ), CDIST CNMAX >. GLOBANG CNMAX )
1, SLENGTH C NMAX), ITAN1 CNMAX), I TAN2 (NMAX ). CONANG (NMAX >, TOTAL
2, PITCH, EFFTHK, FACTOR, RADD(NMAX). XPIV, YPIV, ARM, AO, Al, A. EABS
3. EREL. XSLID. YSLID. ASLID. SLID. ROTATE. WKEVFIB. WPOLY, TCNMAX >
A, F CNMAX ), FTIM(NMAX), RPM (NMAX ), SLOPE (2, 5), B(2, 5 ), FMAX, SFACT
5, PRELOAD
INTEGER N, I, J, K, IDNUM, ITMAX, STDSZ (NMAX ). AID, BID, IDTYPE
1, TOOTH(NMAX), PCODE. DROT, DRIVER, DORDER(NMAX)
LOGICAL XCENTER (NMAX ) , CHECK. FIRST, NOMOVID, WCALC
CHARACTER*70 TITLE
CHARACTER CRAPH( IMAX, JMAX ) . CODE(0: 9 )
COMMON/ONE/ A0.A1, A, EABS, EREL. ITMAX, SUCCESS
COMMON/TWO/ N. TOTAL, PITCH. XPIV. YPIV. ARM, IDNUM
F76
-115 COMMON/THREE/ BID. AID. EFFTHK
0116 COMMON/FOUR/ FIRST, NOMOVID
COMMON/FIVE/ XSLID. YSLID, ASLID
01 13 COMMON/SEVEN/FMAX, PCODE, DROT, DRIVER. SFACT, PRELOAD
0119 COMMON /EIGHT /WKEVFIB, WPOLY
J120
:"'21 DATA(SLOPE(l, I). I-l, 5)/33 7143, 43. 0857. 51 6571,63 0857, 105 143/
vl" DATA(SL0PE(2, I), I-l,5)/21 0286. 33. 7143, 33 7143, 49 2371, 82 1714/
-*23 DATA(B(1, I), I-l, 5)/-l. 7143.-2 0857,-2. 4571,-3. 0857,-5. 1429/
012* DATA(B(2, I), I-1,5>/-1. 0286.-1. 7143,-1. 7143,-2. 4571,-4. 1714/
6 G.J
0126 OPEN ( UN IT-5, FILE- 'PULLEY TXT', STATUS- 'OLD ' )















',-: READC5,*) N, IDNUM. PITCH. EFFTHK
;44 .THF.C* FOR PRESENCE OF A MOVABLE IDLER AND DETERMINE THE INDEX OF THE
\-~. * PULLEYS ON EACH SIDE OF THE MOVABLE ONE
146










'. -.-' A ID- 1DNUM* 1




0:*2 INPUT MOVABLE PULLEY TYPE ( SLIDING OR ROTATING ) AND CORRESPONDING
01*3 * VARIABLES FOR EACH TYPE
0164
01*5 READ(5.*> IDTYPE
0166 IF( IDTYPE EQDTHEN
0167 READC5, ) XSLID. YSLID, ASLID. RADdDNUM)
0 1 68 ELSE IF ( 1 DTYPE EQ 2 > THEN
0169 READ(5, >XPIV. YPIV. ARM, AO. RAD ( IDNUM)
C-170 ELSEIFdDTYPE EQ 3>THEN
0171 READ (5.*) XSL ID, YSLID. ASLID. RAD (IDNUM ),TC IDNUM)
F77
0172 ELSEIF( IDTYPE EQ 4) THEN
0173 READ(5,*)XPIV, YPIV, ARM- AO, RADdDNUM). T( IDNUM)
0174 ELSE






0131 * PULLEY DATA FOR MOVABLE PULLEY ALREADY READ IN
0132
A*3 IFUIDTYPE EG 3) OR ( IDTYPE. EQ 4) > WCALC- TRUE
0134
0155 IF (WCALC) THEN
013* DO 8 I-l.N
01*7 IFd. EQ IDNUM>GOTO 8
0-55 READ (5. *) XPOSCI), YPOSC I > , RAD( I ) - T(I )
0 1 39 8 ENDDO
0190
01*1 READ(5, *)DRIVER, DROT, RPM(DRIVER ). F(N) , SFACT
0192
01=3 ELSE
0194 DO 10 I-l.N
01*5 IFd. EQ I DNUM) GOTO 10




02OO READC5. *) CXCENTEPCI), I-l.N)
020 1
.r:r




020* DO 15 I-l.N
"~0-7 IFC XCENTER CI ) )THEN
0208 CHECK-NOT (CHECK)
020= ENDIF
021 0 15 ENDDO
021 ;
0212 1F(CHECK)THEN




0217 * STANDARD SIZES IS OPTIONAL
0215
0 21= READ (5. *, END-20) (STDSZ (I ). I-l. NMAX)
0 220 20 CONTINUE
0 221
0222 * CONVERT DIAMETER TO RADIUS
0223




0228 FOR SLIDERS SECOND GUESS IS OS" FROM STARTING POINT
F78
0229
-230 IF(( IDTYPE EQ 1) OR (IDTYPE. EG 3) )THEN
0231
0232 Al-AO* 05
033 CALL LSECANT(SLID. NMAX. XPOS, YPOS. CDIST. GLOBANG, RAD, SLENCTH








0"42 CALL LSECANTC ROTATE, NMAX. XPOS. YPOS. CDIST, GLOBANG, RAD, SLENGTH,





0 2<i5 * CALCULATE NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT AT EACH PULLEY, FOR SMOOTH
024= * OUTSIDE IDLERS SET NUMBER OF TEETH TO 9999
"r^o
0251 FACTOR-3. 1416/ CPITCH180 )
."_T ^ ~
0253 DO 85 I-l, N
C254
0255 IFiRADC I ). EQ RADDCI ) )THEN
:;;* tooth ci j-intcraddc i )*conangci >*factor>
0257 ELSE
0256 TOOTHCI ) -9999
025= ENDIF
0 2*1 35 ENDDO
02*3 - OUTPUT DATA ABOUT EACH PULLEY
0264
0 2*5 WRITE (6. *) '
02*6 WRITE (6. 75)
02*7
02*5 WRITEC6. 100)
02*= 100 F0RMAT(2X, 'PULLEY'. 11X, 'POSITION (WCS) '. 1 IX, 'DIAMETER ' )
:2~1 URITEC6. 105)




02-6 WRITEC6- 110X1. XPOS(I). YPOS(I), (RADd)*2. ). I-l.N)
02-7 110 FORMATOX, 13. 3F15 4)
0273
02-9 WRITEC6. 73)
0250 75 FORMAT(/' ')
0231
<"52 WRITEC6. 113)





























































120 F0RMAT(2X, 'NUMBER ', 10X, 'INM2X, 'OUT'-UX, 'ANGLE', 10X, 'TEETH')
WRITE(6, *)'
WRITEC6, 125X1, ITANK I), ITAN2( I ) , CONANG ( I ) , TOOTH ( I ) , 1=1, N)
125 FORMATOX, 13, 3F15. 4, 9X, 15)
WRITE(6, *>'
* OUTPUT DATA ABOUT MOVABLE PULLEY IF PRESENT
IF (NOMOVID) GOTO 165
IF(( IDTYPE. EQ. 1). OR. (IDTYPE. EQ. 3) >THEN
WRITE(6, 130)
130 F0RMATC2X, 'MOVABLE ', 7X, 'SLIDER STARTING POSITION ', 8X, 'SLIDER'
16X, 'FINAL SLIDER')
WRITE(6, 135)
135 FORMATOX, 'PULLEY '. 12X, 'X'.14X, 'Y',12X, 'ANGLE'. 6X,
1 'MOVEMENT FROM')
WRITE(6, 140)
140 FORMATOX, 'NUMBER ', 50X, 'START POSITION')
WRITEC6, 160) IDNUM, XSLID, YSLID, ASLID. A
ELSE
WRITEC6, 145)
145 F0RMATC/2X, 'MOVABLE'. 12X, 'PIVOT POSITION'- 13X, 'PIVOT'. 11X,
1 'FINAL')
WRITEC6, 150)
150 F0RMATC2X, 'PULLEY', 13X, 'X', 14X. 'Y', 12X, 'ARM', 13X, 'ARM')
WRITEC6, 155)
155 F0RMATC2X, 'NUMBER ', 40X, 'LENGTH', 10X, 'ANGLE')
WRITEC6, 160) IDNUM, XPIV, YPIV, ARM, A




* OUTPUT DATA ABOUT THE SPACE BETWEEN PULLEYS
WRITE(6, 170)
170 F0RMATC3X, 'BELT',8X, 'CROSS', 9X, 'CENTER '- 10X,
'BELT'
1, 7X- 'GLOBAL TO')
WRITE(6, 180)
180 FORMATOX, 'SEGMENT ', 6X, 'CENTER'-7X, 'DISTANCE ', 8X
F80
343 1, 'SEGMENT', 5X, 'LOCAL C.S. ')
0344
0345 WRITE(6, 190)




0350 DO 300 1 = 1, N
0351






0358 WR I TE C6, 250 ) I , J, XCENTER C I ) , CDIST ( I > , SLENGTHC I ) ,
0359 1GL0BANGCI)




0364 WR I TEC 6, 75)
0365
036* * OUTPUT DATA AND RESULTS AND STANDARD SIZES IF USED
0367
03*8 WRITEC6, 400)PITCH
03*9 400 FORMATC/' PITCH = ',F8. 3)
0370 WR I TE ( 6, 4 1 0 ) EFFTHK
0371 410 FORMATC/' EFFECTIVE THICKNESS = ',F8. 3)
0372 WRITEC6, 420) C TOTAL*P ITCH)
0373 420 FORMATC/' TOTAL PITCHLINE LENGTH = '.F10. 3)
0374 WR I TEC 6, 430) TOTAL
0375 430 FORMATC/' NUMBER OF PITCHES = '.F10. 1)
037*
0377 IFCSTDSZC1 ). NE 0. ) THEN
0378 WRITEC6.440)
0379 440 FORMATC/' STANDARD NUMBER OF PITCHES CONSIDERED' )
0380 WRITEC6, *)'
0381 WRITE (6, 450) CSTDSZCI), 1 = 1, NMAX)




0386 WR I TEC 6, 75)
0337 * DETERMINE PITCH CODE FOR WIDTH CALCULATING IF WIDTH TO BE DONE
0388
0389 IF C WCALC ) THEN
0390
0391 IFC (PITCH. LT. . 083). AND. (PITCH. GT. . 079) )THEN
0392 PCODE- 1
0393 ELSEIF( (PITCH. LT. . 201). AND. (PITCH. GT. . 199) )THEN
0394 PCODE-2
0395 ELSEIFC CPITCH. LT. . 376). AND. (PITCH. GT. . 374) ) THEN
0396 PCODE-3
0397 ELSEIFC CPITCH. LT. 1 19 ) . AND. (P ITCH. GT. 117))THEN
0398 PC0DE=4








0406 CALCULATE BELT WIDTH AND CREATE ASSOCIATED OUTPUT
C407




--^ CALL WIDTH(NMAX. RADD, SLENGTH, T.F, FTIM. RPM
04 14 1- TOOTH, DORDER, SLOPE, B)
C415
041* IF (DROT. EQ DTHEN
041"
WRITE(6,*) 'DRIVER ROTATES CLOCKWISE'
04 -.5 ELSE
WRITE(6. ) 'DRIVER ROTATES COUNTERCLOCKWISE'I 1 --
WRITE (6. 75)
2 4 2 3' ENDIF
042; WRITE(6-*)'
0422 WRITE(6, 510)SFACT
0413 510 FORMATC SERVICE FACTOR - '-F8. 2)
0424 WR I TEC 6, 75)
04 25 WRITE (6. 520)
:4-:i 520 FORMATC' PULLEY', 5X, 'DRIVER /', 9X, RPM ', 9X, 'SHAFT ', 6X,
':-f 1 'CONTACT')
0425 WRITEC6, 530)
042= 530 FORMATC' NUMBER '. 9X, 'DRIVEN '. 18X, 'TORQUES ', 8X, 'TEETH ' )
04 30 WRITEC6. *> '
r A ~" *
04 32 > OUTPUT RPM, TORQUES AND NUMBER OF TEETH IN MESH
043 3
04 34 DO 540 I-l-N
- ** T
042* IFC I EQ DRIVER)THEN
042- WRITEC6, 550) I, RPMCI), (T( I )*RADD( I ) ) , TOOTHd )
043S 550 FORMATOX, 13, 7X, '**DRIVER**'.Fll 2, F14 3. SX. 14)
04 3= ELSE
04 40 WRITE (6. 560)1, RPM(I), (TCI )*RADD( I ) ). TOOTHd)





044* DO 570 I-l.N
0447 IF(TOOTHd). LT. 3>THEN
0448 WRITEC6.*)'
0449 WR1TEC6,*)' WARNING - LESS THAN 3 TEETH ON SOME




C4 54 573 CONTINUE
0-435
"456 WRITE (6. 73)
F82
0457 WRITE(6. 75)
0458 WRITE (6, 580)
0459 580 FORMATC BELT ', 3X, 'TENSION BEFORE ', 2X, 'TENSION AFTER /
0460 1 PULLEY', 3X. 'RADIAL SHAFT LOAD')
0461 WRITE(6, 590)
0462 590 FORMATC SEGMENT ', 2X, 'TOOTH-IN-MESH ', 3X, 'TOOTH-IN-MESH /
0463 1 NUMBER ',3X, 'PRELOAD DRIVING')
0464 WRITE (6, 592)
0465 592 F0RMAT(41X, '/')
04*6
0467 * OUTPUT BELT SEGMENT TENSIONS BEFORE AND AFTER TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT
0468 * AND SHAFT LOADS BOTH DUE TO PRELOAD AND WHILE DRIVING
0469
0470 IF ( DROT. EQ. DTHEN
0471
0472 DO 595 1=1, N
0473 J=D0RDER(I>-1
0474 IF( J. LT. 1 ) J=N
0475 K=I-1
0476 IF(K. LT. DK=N
0477 WRITEC6, 605 ) DORDER C I ) , J, FCI ),FTIM(I), DORDER ( I ) ,
0478 1CPRELOAD*SGRTO. *C1. -COSD ( CONANG ( DORDER ( I >>))>>, (SQRT(FCI )
0479 2*FCI )+FCK)*FCK)-2. *FC I )*F(K)*COSD (CONANG (DORDER ( D ) > ) )






0436 DO 600 1=1, N
0437 J=D0RDERCI>+1
0488 IFC J. GT. N)J=1
0489 K=I-1
0490 IFCK. LT. 1 )K=N
0491 WRITEC6, 605 ) DORDER C I ) , J, FC I ) , FTIMC I ) , DORDER C I ) ,
0492 1 CPREL0AD*SQRTO. *C1. -COSD ( CONANG ( DORDER ( I ) >)))), (SQRT(FCI)





0498 WR I TEC 6, 75)
0499 WR I TEC 6, 620) FMAX
0500 620
FORMATC' MAXIMUM WORKING TENSION C LBS > = ',F10. 2)
0501 WRITEC6, *)
'
0502 WR I TE C 6, 505 ) PRELOAD
C503 505
FORMATC' BELT PRELOAD C LBS ) = '-F8. 2)
0504 WRITEC6,
*)'
05r.5 WRITE (6, 630)WKEVFIB
050* 630
FORMATC' KEVLAR /FIBERGLASS BELT WIDTH ( IN > = '.F10 3)
0507
WRITE(6.*)'
0508 WR I TE ( 6. 640 )WPOLY





















DRAW PULLEY SYSTEM ON ONE SHEET OF PRINTER PAPER
WRITEC6. 700)TITLE
700 FORMAT (1H1, A70)
WRITE(6,)' '

















H tes Attr ibutes
4118 PIC CON REL LCL SHR EXE
1600 PIC CON REL LCL SHR NOEXE
8912 PIC CON REL LCL NOSHR NOEXE
28 PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE
28 PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE
12 PIC OVR REL CBL SHR NOEXE
8 PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE
12 PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE
24 PIC OVR REL GBL SHR NOEXE






Address Type Name Address Type Name
3-00000003 R*4 A 3-00000000 R*4 AO
4-00000014 P*4 ARM 7-00000008 R*4 ASLID
8-00OOO0OC 1*4 DRIVER 8-00000008 1*4 DROT
3-00000010 R*4 EREL R*4 FACTOR
1*4 I 4-00000018 1*4 IDNUM
1*4 J * 1*4 K
8-00000004 1*4 PCODE 4-00000008 R*4 PITCH
3-00000018 R*4 SUCCESS 2-0000209E CHAR TITLE
9-00000000 R*4 WKEVFIB 9-00000004 R*4 WPOLY
















DATE WRITTEN : 12/9/86
OBJECTIVE : TO CALCULATE THE MINIMUM WIDTH TIMING BELT WITH KEVLAR,
FIBERGLASS OR POLYESTER CORDS
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES :
WKEVFIB - REQUIRED KEVLAR OR FIBERGLASS BELT WIDTH
'0012 - WFOLY - REQUIRED POLYESTER BELT WIDTH
0214 NMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PULLEYS
"--5 * RADD - PULLEY PITCH RADIUS
;01t * SLENGTH - PITCH SEGMENT LENGTH BETWEEN PULLEY
PAIRS*
Ci 7 T - SHAFT TORQUE
OOls F - BELT SEGMENT TENSION
001* * FTIM - SIMILAR TO F (ALSO INCLUDES TOOTH-IN-MESH EFFECT)
-020 * RFM - SHAFT ROTATIONAL SPEED (REV/MIN)
0021 * TOOTH - NUMBER OF TEETH IN CONTACT
0021 * DORDER - PULLEY RENUMBERING ARRAY (DRIVE ORDER)
002 2 *
-024 * TIM - TOOTH-IN-MESH FACTORS
0 025 * TEMP - INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
0*2- * LTOT - TOTAL OF ALL SLENGTHS
* PRELOAD - BELT PRE-TENSION BEFORE DRIVING
0025 * FMAX - MAXIMUM WORKING TENSION
002= * SFACT - SERVICE FACTOR
: 0 30 N - NUMBER OF PULLEYS
0".21 * I - COUNTER
00 22 * J -
."023
- DROT - DRIVER ROTATION DIRECTION
CO' 24 * DRIVER - PULLEY NUMBER OF DR1VINC PULLEY
C-C25 * SLOPE - BELT ALLOWABLE TENSION VS. WIDTH CURVE SLOPE
0C3* * 8 - " " Y INTERCEPT
0C37 * PCODE - PITCH CODE
CO33 *
Z C 29 *




0044 * COMMENTS :
0 045 *
0 34* NONE
SUBROUTINE WIDTH(NMAX, RADD, SLENGTH, T, F, FTIM, RPM, TOOTH,
1DORDER. SLOPE, B)
;0*2 REAL RADDCNMAX > , SLENCTHCNMAX > , T(NMAX >. FCNHAX > , FTIH(NHAX) ,
,;;53 lRPM(NMAX) , TIM(0 5) , TEMP, LTOT. PRELOAD. FMAX, SFACT, SLOPEO, 5) ,
0034 2BC 2, 3). WKEVFIB, WPOLY
0C55




-059 COMMON /SEVEN /FMAX, PCODE. DROT, DRIVER. SFACT. PRELOAD
0060 COMMON/EIGHT/WKEVFIB, WPOLY
0061
00*2 DATA (TIM(I>, 1-0. 5)/10. . 5 ,2. , I. , . 5, 2/
0063
0064
0065 * RENUMBER PULLEYS SO DRIVER IS NUMBER 1 AND N IS THE LOWEST TENSION
CO** * SECTION
00*7
00*3 DORDER (1) -DRIVER
0069
0C7O IF (DROT EQ DTHEN
CO"; DO 50 1-2, N
0 C 72 DORDER ( I ) -DORDER ( I-D-l
:072 lF(DORDERd). LT. I >DORDER(I )-N
0C"4 50 ENDDO
00 75 ELSE
O0-* DO 100 1-2- N
2077 D0RDER(I)-D0RDERCI-D + 1




0052 * CALCULATE ALL SHAFT RPM'S
0033
0054 TEMP -RPM C DR 1 VER ) *RADD C DR I VER )
0:-55 DO 150 I-l.N
OO** RPMCI ) -TEMP /RADDd )
0037 1=0 ENDDO
-253
0 05= * ADD JF ALL SEGMENT LENGTHS
00=1 LTOT-0.
0 2=2 DO 165 I-l.N
C.;=3 LTOT-LTOT+SLENGTHCI)
0 0=4 165 ENDDO
00=5
009* CONVERT TORQUES TO TORQUES/RADIUS
0097
CC"S DO 175 I-l.N
;t=9 TCI)-TCI)/RADD(I)
OlOO 175 ENDDO
2 102 * SOLVE FOR DRIVING TORQUE
:i03
0104 T(DORDERd) )-0
OI--.? DO 180 1-2. N
;,;.., T (DORDER (1 >>-T( DORDER ( 1) )*T(DORDER( I > )
0107 ISO ENDDO
A:? * CALCULATE NEEDED BELT PRE-TENSION
Alii PRELOAD-0
0112
-1J3 DO 195 1-2, N
0114 TEMP-0
F86










* KINIf1UM TENSION IS KNOWN, SOLVE FOR REMAINING TENSIONS
,li-
:".2= DO 210 I-(N-D.1,-1
'*? FCI lT CDORDER' I+D >+F(I+D
0120 210 ENDDO
- 1 J 4
::22 CZr\ TENSIONS FOP TOOTH- IN-MESH EFFECT
"24 DO 230 I-l.N
0125 FTIM(I)-Fd)
0". 2i 2 30 ENDDO
:i2:
rl
* ACIOUNT FOR TOOTH IN MESK EFFECT ON BELT TENSION
TEMP-FTIMC1 )
DO 450 1=1, CN-1 !
IFiTOOTHCDORDEPf 1 + 1 ) ). GT 5JC0T0 450
FTIM CI ) -FT IMC 1 ', *TIM TOOTH ' DORDER CI+ 1 ) ) )*T CDORDER (1*1 ) )
4 50 ENDDO
1F(TG0THCDC9DER<1 ) > GT 5 ) GOTO 475
TEMP-TEMPT I
M>'
TOOTH C DORDER C 1 ) ) )*T (DORDER CD )
4~5 CONTINUE
IFCTEMP GT FTIMCD )FTIMd l-TEMP
0152 * SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM TENSION
0 154 FMAX-FTIMCD
0155 DO 500 1-2, N
'-'--- IF(FTIMd) GT FMAX )FMAX-FT IMC I )
01 r- 500 ENDDO
0.7= * ACOOUNT FOP SERVICE FACTOR
0 1 -. : FMAXSFACT*FMAX
.1=2 * DETERMINE MINIMUM WIDTH FOR KEVLAR /FIBERGLASS BELTS
Cl*5 WKEVF IB- CFMAX-BCl, PCODE) ) /SLOPE CI , PCODE)
:-.i~
DETERMINE MINIMUM WIDTH FOR POLYESTER BELTS
0 1*3
Ci*9 WPOLY- CFMAX-BC 2, PCODE) ) /SLOPE (2. PCODE)
Ol'O












957 PIC CON REL LCL
412 PIC CON REL LCL
4 PIC OVR REL GBL
24 PIC OVR REL GBL










5 - : OOOOOOO R*4 WKEVF I B
Address Type Name
4-00000008 1*4 DROT
R*4 LTOT
4-00000014 R*4 PRELOAD
5-00000004 R*4 WPOLY
19FA-"S
AJdress Type Name
af-;.000002C
AF-OC 0000249
AF-000C-C014B
a=-:-:ooooib
AP-C00000081
AF -0000001C
AF-OOOOOOOCR
AP-OC-000028G
AP -000000106
2-OOOOOOOO
AF-020000206
Bytes Dimensions
R*4 B
1*4 DORDER
R*4 F
R*4 FTIM
R*4 RADD
R*4 RPM
R*4 SLENGTH
R*4 SLOPE
R*4 T
R*4 TIM
I4 TOOTH
40 (2. 5>
(*)
* (*)
* (*)
()
* (*)
(*)
40 (2. 3)
()
24 (0: 5)
* (>
F88
